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The present thesis mainly concerns B*-algebras, 

A*-algebras, and minimal ideals in topological rings. It 

is divided into three chapters and an appendix: 

Chapter I Preliminaries 

Chapter II B*-algebras and A*-algebras 

Chapter III Minimal ideals in topological rings. 

Appendix '' 

In Chapter I we reproduce all the basic important 

definitions which are used in this thesis. For the most 

part, these definitions have been adapted from the books 

by Dunford, Jacobson, Naimark and Rickart, listed in the 

Bibliography. 

Chapter II is devoted to the study of B*-algebras and 

A*-algebras. This chapter has been divided into seven sec-

tions. In Section 1, for our later use, we prove two 
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theorems about Banach *-algebras with the condition ||x|| < 

k||x*x|I, with k being a positive constant. In Section 2, 

we consider the uniqueness problem of an auxiliary norm of 

an A*~algebra. In Section 3, we characterize a dual B*-

algebra as a weakly completely continuous B*-algebra. In 

Section 4, we show that a c.c. Banach *-algebra under cer-

tain conditions becomes an A*-algebra and that a c.c. A*-

algebra under certain conditions becomes dual. For a c.c. 

dual A*-algebra A, we show that every closed right ideal of 



A is the intersection of regular maximal right ideals of A 

containing it. In Section 5* we consider the conditions 

under which a dual A*-algebra becomes completely continuous. 

In Section 6, we study weakly completely continuous A*-

algebra and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for 

a dual A*-algebra to be of the first kind. In Section 75 we 

study certain properties of dual A*-algebras, 

Chapter III deals with minimal Ideals in a topological 

ring. In Section 1̂  we study some minimal ideal in topolog-

ical rings. In Section 2, we work on some purely algebraic 

developments concerning minimal ideals. Finally we list 

some fundamental theorems used in the text of the present 

thesis in the form of an appendix. 
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CHAPTER I 

PRELIMINARIES 

All algebras unless otherwise stated are over the field 

of complex numbers. : 

Let A be any algebra and a mapping x-x* of A onto it-

self is called an INVOLUTION * provided the following 

conditions are satisfied : 

(1) (x*)*=x 

(2) (x+y)-*=x*+y* 

(3) (xy)*=y*x* 

(^) (ax)*= ax*, where a is a complex number. 

An algebra with an involution is called a *-ALGEBRA. 

A complete normed algebra is called a BANACH ALGEBRA. 

A Banach algebra with an involution * is called a BANACH 

*-ALGEBRA. 

Let A be normed *-algebra and let k be a positive con-

stant. If for every x in A the condition ||x||2^c||x*xj | is 

satisfied, we say that the normed *-algebra has WEAKENED 

B*-PROPERTY. If a normed *-algebra satisfies the condition 

IIXfI =[|x*x|| for every x,- we say that the normed *-algebra 

has B*-PROPERTY. Any Banach *-algebra with B*-condition is 

called a B*-algebra. Two B*~algefcras A and B are said to 

be EQUIVALENT if (1) there exists a *-isomorphism (J) of A 

onto B, and (2) if (})3 (j) ^ are continuous. 
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Let A be a Banach *-algebra. A is called C*-ALGEBRA if 

(1) A is a B*-algebra, and (2) -x*x has a quasi-inverse for 

every x in A. 

Let A be any Banach *-algebra. A is called an 

A*-ALGEBRA if the following conditions are satisfied : 

(1) there exists an auxiliary norm |x| such that |xy|< 

Mly|,x, yeA, and (2) |x|2=|x*x|. 

A*-algebras in general do not have a unique auxiliary 

norm. The completeness of an A*-algebra with respect to |•| 

is not necessary. A*-algebras always include B*-algebras 

but A*-algebras are not necessarily B*-algebras. Two norms 

|x| and |x|^ in a normed space X are EQUIVALENT if jx j —• 0 if 

and only if l'xnl 2"~
>0> xneX* 

A mapping f:x-»Y is called CLOSED if whenever xn~»x and 

f(xn)"*
y* f o l l o w s that y=f(x). If X,Y are Banach space, 

and T is a closed linear operator from X to Y with the 

domain of T equal to X, then (1) there are positive con-

stants r,M such that j |Tx j | <M whenever ||xjj<r,, and (2) T 

belongs to the set of bounded linear operators from X to Y 

(CLOSED GRAPH THEOREM). 

The sum of all minimal left (right) ideals in an 

algebra is called the LEFT (RIGHT) SOCLE of the algebra. 

If the left and right socles exist and are equal, then the 

resulting two-sided ideal is called', simply the SOCLE of an 

algebra. See Rickart (14, p. 46) for details. Let A be 

any algebra and S be the socle of A. If Sa=L(S)={xeA : 



xS=(0))=R(S), then S a is called the 'ANTI-SOCLE of A. The 

left (right) socle exists if and only if the algebra con-

tains minimal left (right) ideals. 

The QUOTIENT of a left ideal L in an algebra A is the 

two-sided ideal L :A consisting of all aeA such that aAcL. 

A two-sided ideal is called PRIMITIVE if it is the quotient 

of a maximal modular left ideal. In a Banach algebra^ every 

maximal modular ideal is closed^ hence the primitive ideal 

is also closed. 

Let A be an algebra and let e be in A such that e/0, 1 

and e^=e, then e is called a PROPER IDEMPOTENT in A. Two 

idempotents e^ and e2 are said to be ORTHOGONAL if Qj.
e2= 

e2ei=0. An idempotent is said to be PRIMITIVE if it is 

not the sum of two mutually orthogonal idempotents. An 

idempotent e such that eAe is a division algebra is called 

a MINIMAL IDEMPOTENT. 

An element x belonging to an algebra A is called SELF-

ADJOINT if x=x*. A *-algebra A is said to be SYMMETRIC if 

-x*x has a quasi-inverse for every xeA. If every closed 

commutative self-adjoint subalgebra of a *-algebra is sym-

metric, then it is called a C-SYMMETRIC ALGEBRA. A symme-

tric algebra is always C-symmetric. 

Let A and B denote two *-algebras, then a homomorphism 

a-at of A into B is called a *-HOMOMORPHISM if (a*)t=(at)* 

\ i 

for every aeA. Let A and B be two *-algebras5 then an iso-

morphism a-a"k of A onto B is called a *-ISOMORPHISM if 

(a*)^=(a^)* for every aeA. 



x Let { } be a set of B*-algebras. Let x={x^}, 

with |(x^|| bounded and define ||x||=sup[|x.J|, then the 

resulting algebra A is called the B*-SUM of {A^}. The 

algebraic operations in A are defined in an obvious way. 

The set of all sequences {x^} with the property that for 

any positive e, j |x̂  ] |<C€ for all but a finite number of 

x^'s. We call this subalgebra the B*(°°)-SUM. 

A set in a topological space X is said to be RELATIVELY 

COMPACT if its closure is compact in X. An operator T in a 

Banach space X is said to be COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS if it 

maps every bounded set into a relatively compact set. Let 

T belong to the set of bounded linear operators from X into 

Y. Let S be the closed unit sphere in X. The operator T 

is said to be WEAKLY COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS if the weak 

closure of T(s) is compact in weak topology of Y. A Banach 

algebra A is said to be COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS (WEAKLY COM-

PLETELY CONTINUOUS) provided that right- and left-multiplica-

tion by any element of A are completely continuous (weakly 

completely continuous) operators on A. 

A set R of elements (x,y,z,...) is called a TOPOLOGICAL 

RING if 

(1) R is a ring, 

(2) R Is a locally convex topological linear space^ 

(3) The product xv is a continuous in x(y) for each 

fixed y(x). 



Let A be any algebra and I be any subset of A. The 

set R(I)={x :xeA,Ix=(0) } (L(I)={xexeA3Ix=(0) }), then R(I) 

(L(I)) is called the RIGHT (LEFT) ANNIHILATOR of I. 

A left (right) ideal M(.N) is called a LEFT (RIGHT) ANNIHI-

LATOR IDEAL if it has the form M=L(I)(N=R(I)) for some set 

ICA where A is an algebra. A topological algebra A is 

•called an ANNIHILATOR ALGEBRA if, for any closed left ideal 

Iĵ  and any closed right ideal lr in A, the following con-

ditions are satisfied : 
V 

(1) R(I|) = (0) if and only if Ijj=A, and 

(2) L(lr)=(0) if and only if Ir=A. 

Let A be a topological algebra. For every closed right 

ideal I we have R[L(lr)]=I and L(Ir)=(0) if and only if 

Ir=A. And for every closed left ideal IJJ we have L[R(I^) ]= 

I| and R(l^)=(0) if and only if Ij_=A. Then A is called a 

DUAL ALGEBRA. 

A ring A with no nilpotent one-sided ideals^(O) is 

called a SEMI-PRIME ring. An element x of a ring such that 

xn=(0) for some positive integer n is called a NILPOTENT 

element. 

Let A be a semi-prime ring and B be a subset of A. 

If L(M)T^(0) (R(M)^(O)) for every modular maximal right 

(left) ideal M of A, then A is called a LEFT (RIGHT') MODU-

LAR ANNIHILATOR RING. 

Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, then A is said 

to be a GELFAND REPRESENTATION of A if A is an algebra of 



complex-valued continuous functions vanishing at 00 on two 

locally compact Hausdorff space ft which is the set of 

modular maximal ideals of A. See Rickart (1^, pp. 118-

120). A is called REGULAR provided, for every closed set 
A 

F c ft and poeft-F, there exists xeA such that x(f)=0 and 

x(pQ)=l, where ft is a locally compact Hausdorff space and 

xe'k its Gelfand representation. 

The space of bounded linear functionals on a normed 

space X is called the DUAL (or CONJUGATE) and is denoted by 

X*. And X** is dual (or conjugate) of X*. Let X be a normed 

linear space, and X** be the conjugate of the Banach space 

X*. The mapping (J) :x-x of X onto X**, defined by x x*= x*x 

for every x*eX*, then X is said to be REFLEXIVE. 

Let U be a Banach algebra. Let iTy denote the set of 

all primitive ideals. Let A be a subset of U and F a sub-

set of TTy. Then the set L(A) of all Ben^ which contain A 

is called the HULL OF A in rr̂  and the intersection k(F) of 

all the ideals in F is called the KERNEL of F in U. If F= 

h(k(F)) then F is called a HULL and, if A=k(h(A)), then A 

is called a KERNEL. The topology deformined in t̂ J by a 

closure operation E~»E, where E is any subset of rty, ̂ if E is 

empty, define E=1, otherwise define E=h(k(E))) is called 

the HULL-KERNEL TOPOLOGY. The space under its hull-

kernel topology is called the STRUCTURE SPACE of U. 

Let A be a dual A*-algebra with an auxiliary norm Jx|. 

Let U be the completion of A by |x|. If A is - an ideal of 
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U, we say that A IS OF THE FIRST KIlfD. If A is not an "ideal 

of U, we say that A IS OF THE SECOND KIND. 

Let U be a ring and e be an idempotent element in U, 

then every aeU can be written in the form a=ea+(a-ea). 

Evidently, the set {ea:a€U}=eU and (l-e)U={a-ea :aeU} since 

eb=b for all beU and eb=0 for all be(l-e)U, eUn(l-e)U=0. 

Thus we have 

U=eU (£> (l-e)U ...(1). 

Likewise U=Ue®U(l-e) ...(2). 

Moreover U=eUe ©eU(l-e) © (l-e)Ue (£>(l-e)U(l-e) ...(3). 

The decompositions (l), (2) and (3) of the additive 

group (U,+) are called, respectively, THE RIGHT, LEFT AND 

TWO-SIDED PEIRCE DECOMPOSITIONS OF U relative to the idem-

potent element e. 

Let A be any algebra over a field 7. Let X be a linear 

vector space over the same field J and denote by L(X) the 

algebra of all linear transformations of X into itself. 

Then any homomorphism of A into the algebra L(X) is called 

a REPRESENTATION of A in L(X) or on X. A linear subspace 

M of X is said to be INVARIANT with respect to B If T(M)£; M 

for every TeB, where B is a subalgebra of the algebra of 

all linear operators on the linear space X. And B is said 

to be STRICTLY IRREDUCIBLE provided (0) and X are the only 

invariant subspaces. In the case df a normed vector space X, 

(0) and X are the only closed invariant subspaces. 

The RADICAL R of an algebra A is the intersection of 

the kernels of all (strictly) irreducible representations 
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of* A".. 3X the radical R of A is (0), then A is said to he 

SEMr-SIMELE. If the radical E of A coincides with A, then 

A Us: called a RADICAL ALGEBRA. The radical is a two-sided 

ideal in A. 

The- STRONGLY RADICAL R0 of an algebra A is the inter-
o 

section', of all maximal modular two-sided ideals of A unless 

there are no such ideals, in which case Rg=A. If Rs=(0), 

the A is~ said to he STRONGLY SEMI-SIMPLE. 

A. Banach *-algebra A whose underlying Banach space is 

a HUbert space with inner product (x,y) such that (xy,z)= 

(y,jc*zr) = (x, zy*) for all x,y, zea, then A is called an H*-

ALGEBRA. An H*-algebra is said to he PROPER if xA=(0) 

implies x=0. • 

Let: U he a normed algebra. A collection (e^:AeA} of 

elements of U, where the index set A is a directed set, is 

called an APPROXIMATE IDENTITY for U if the following two 

conditions are satisfied : 

(I) ||e^||^1 for each A, and 

(2l) "*"xm e^x=x=^m xe^ for every xeU. 

Let A be an index set of arbitrary cardinality, finite 

or infinite. Denote by M^ the collection of all doubly in-

dex. sets' { o f complex numbers §^(X,neA) such that 

00 

Let x= {§ } and y={ri, ) be any- two elements of M 
A. JJL A. (J, • i 

and define 

ox=ta?^} 



( X' y)=^U ^ u V ' 

Under these operations and inner product (x,y), is 

called a FULL MATRIX ALGEBRA OF ORDER A over the complex 
i 

field. 

Let U he the Banach algebra of all real or complex con-

tinuous functions vanishing at <» on a locally compact Haus-

dorff space X. Then any other norm on U (whether complete 

or not) is at least as large as the function norm. There-

fore we say that the usual (function) norm of U has a MINIMAL 

CHARACTER. 

The CENTER of an algebra A is the set of these elements 

aeA which commute with all the elements of A. The set of 

idempotents of an algebra A is called the CENTRAL IDEMPOTENT 

if it is the center of A. 

Let X be a linear topological space. A generalized se-

quence {xa} in X is said to be WEAKLY CONVERGENT if there is 

an x in X with x*x=lim x*x for every x*eX* where X* Is a con-

jugate space of X. The point x is called a WEAK LIMIT of 

the generalized sequence, and the generalized sequence CXq3 

is said to CONVERGE WEAKLY to x. Every sequence £xn) such 

that {x*xn} is a Cauchy sequence of scalars for each x*eX* 

is called a WEAK CAUCHY SEQUENCE. The space X is said to 

be WEAKLY COMPLETE if every weak Cauchy sequence has a weak 

limit. 
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A series (xn) in a normed linear space is said to be 

SUMMABLE to a sum s if s is in the space and the sequence 

of partial sums of the series converges to s, i.e., 

00 00 

| }s- S x. | |-*0. If this is the case, we write s= 2 x. . 
i=l 1 i=l 1 

Let {1̂  :XeA] be a family of (left, right) ideals in an 

algebra A. Then the smallest (left, right) ideal in A which 

contains every 1^ is called the SUM of the ideal 1^. If 

the intersection of each 1^ with the sum of the remaining 

ideals contains only zero, then the sum is called a DIRECT 

SUM. If A is a topological algebra, then the closure of the 

sum of ideals 1^ is called their TOPOLOGICAL SUM. If each 

1^ is closed and intersects the topological sum of the re-

maining ideals in the zero element, then the topological sum 

is called a DIRECT TOPOLOGICAL SUM. 

Let (R^tieS) be a collection of rings by a set S and 

consider the product set of the sets R^. The elements of 

the product set are functions a(i), ieS, a(i)eRi, we define 

addition and multiplication in this set by (a+b)(i)=a(i)+b(i) 

(ab)(i)=a(i)b(i). It is easy to verify that the result is a 

ring. And {R^ is called a COMPLETE DIRECT SUM. A subring 

B of a complete direct sum is called a SUBDIRECT SUM if and 

only if b-*b(i) is an onto for every i. 



CHAPTER II 

B*-ALGEBRAS AND A*-ALGEBRAS 

. Throughout this chapter we let w.c.c. and c.c. stand 

for WEAKLY COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS and COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS, 

respectively. 

Tn Section 1 we prove two theorems for our later use. 

In Section 2 we prove that under certain conditions an 

A*-aIgebra has a unique auxiliary norm (Theorem 2.2.5). 

In. Section 3 we characterize a dual B*-algebra as a w.c.c. 

B*-aTgebra (Theorem 2.5.2). In Section 4 we show that a c.c, 

Banach. *-algebra under certain conditions becomes an A*-

algebra" (Theorem 2.4.1) and a c.c. A*-algebra under certain 

conditions becomes dual (Theorem 2.4.3). For a c.c. dual 

A*-aIgebra A, we show that every closed right ideal of A is 

the intersection of regular maximal right ideals of A con-

taining it (Theorem 2.4.4), in Section 5 we consider the 

conditions under which a dual A*-algebra becomes c.c 

(Theorem 2.5.4). In Section 6 we study w.c.c. A*-algebra 

and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a dual 

A*-algebra to be of the first kind (Theorem 2.6.6). In 

Section-7 we study certain properties of dual A*-algebras. 

11 
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1. Two Basic Theorems 

Theorem 2.1.1: Let A be a Banach *-algebra in which 

||x|(^<k|jx*x| j, k being a positive constant, holds. Let I 

be a closed ideal of A, then I is self-adjoint and A/I is a 

Banach *-algebra satisfying ||x||2<YI|X*X|| for a positive 

constant y, which may be chosen to depend only on k con-

tinuously and reduces to 1 for k=l. 

Proof: Let xeA and c be a positive constant. Write 

y=[c(x*x)2] x+x then y^= {[c (x*x)2] '}*x*+x*= [c(x*x)2 ] 'x*+x*. 

So that yyM[c(x*x)2]'}2x*x+2[c(x*x)2] 'x*x+x*x= C[c(x*x)2 ] '+ 

l}2x*x=[(cz2) '+112Z, where Z=x*x. 

Since the function f ( t ) = _ _ & _ has its maximum for 

( ] 2 , 2 
positive t and ct = 1. We have that |(y*y||=1|[(cz ) '+1] z | 

and the maximum value of the function f(t) is 2 f°r 

16 

ct2= Hence [ct2+l]2=^. Therefore, ||y*y||<^| . 

1 P C ) 2 

This implies that ||y|| <k'-^- j for some constant k'. 

(5c)2 

2 
Take k =1, then we can write | |y| | ̂  _9 • 1 * i.e., 

16 1 

i °C)S I 
I Iy I |< 3 • 1 = 5 . _L . Let c=d , so that | |y| |<3 . 

_ _ 4 x 7d 
7L II 

(5c) 

Let I be any closed ideal in A. If\ x*el, then z=x*xel and 

(cz2) 'el since IACI. As c,d-»« implies ||y||=0, i.e., xel, 

this implies I*<=L. But (I*) *=I<=I*, therefore -1*̂ =1.. 
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By Theorem 4.9.2 [14, p. 249], we know that A/l is a 

Banach *-algebra satisfying |[xj[ <y||x*x||, for a positive 

constant y. , Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.1.2 : Let A,B be Banach *-algebras satisfying 

2 2 / 

||x|| ̂ k||x*x|| and j|x|| :2k/|jx*x||, respectively, where 

k,k' are positive constants.1 If there exists an algebraic 

*-isomorphism (| of A onto B and A,B are equivalent, more 
precisely JL_ | |x| |<| j(j)(x) | |<ag| |xj | where a, g are constants. 

a(3 
Proof: The proof follows from Theorem 3 [11, p. 311]. 

Q.E.D. 

2. Auxiliary Norms of A*-algebra 

Lemma 2.2.1: Let A,B be Banach *-algebras satisfying 

||x|| Sc||x*x|| and | jx| | ̂ k'||x*x||, respectively, where 

k and k' are positive constants. 'Let (j) denote a *-homo-

morphism of A into B, which is isomorphic on a dense 

*-subalgebra A' of A. Then <() maps A *-isomorphically 

into B if any of the following conditions is satisfied : 

(1) A' is an ideal of A3 

(2) if I is any closed ideal of A with IDA =0, then 

la '=0. 

Proof: First we will show that (1) implies (2). 

Assume that A 7 is an ideal of A. Let I be any closed ideal 

of A with iriA =0. Since AA'cA' and icA, then IA 'cA. Since 

lAcrt and A'cA, then IA'ci. Therefore IA'cinA'=0. It 

follows that IA /=0. 



Suppose that (2) holds. Let I denote the kernel of (J), 

i.e. j I={xeA:(j)(x)=0} and let R(I) be the right annihilator 

of I. Since IHA'=0 implies IA=0, hence A'cR(l). By hypo-

thesis A' is dense in A, hence A'CR(I). In a normed algebra, 

R(I) is closed ideal. This implies that A^R(I), i.e., 

AcR(l) and clearly R(R)CA. Therefore R(I)=A. Since R(I)=A, 

then LR(I)=L(A)=(0), because A is semi-simple. But lcLR(I)= 

(0), i.e., I=(0). In order to prove the isomorphism we 

must prove that the kernel of the homomorphism is zero and 

this is precisely the case as I=(0). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.2.2: Let A,B be Banach *-algebras satisfying 
p O 

||x|| ̂ k||x*x|| and ||x|| :Sk '| |x*x||, respectively, where 

k,k' are positive constants. Let A',B' be dense *-subalgebras 

of A,B respectively. Assume that A' satisfies any of the 

conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.2.1. 

If (J) is a continuous *-isomorphism of A' onto B', then 

(J) is uniquely extensible to a *-isomorphism of A onto B, and 

A,B are equivalent. 

Proof ; Since (|) is continuous *-isomorphism of A' onto 

B' and A' is dense *-subalgebra of A, by using the principle 

of extension by continuity [ 4 , p. 2 9 ] , (J) can be uniquely ex-

tended to a *-homomorphism (j) ' of A into B. 

By Lemma 2.2.1, we have that (j) ' is a ^-isomorphism of 

A onto B. By Theorem 2.1.2, (j) is a *-isomorphism of A onto 

B; also A and B are equivalent. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 2.2.3: Let A be an A*-al'gebra with an auxiliary 

norm |*| in which ||ax| j<cj|a|j |xj for every a, xeA, c being 

a constant. Let U denote the completion of A by |x|, then 

A is an ideal dense in U. 

Proof: Consider the linear mapping x-»ax from a ^sub-

algebra A of U to A with its own norm j |xj|. Since J|ax|j^c 

||a|| |x| for every a, xeA so that the linear mapping x-ax is 

uniformly continuous, and therefore is uniquely extensible 

to a linear mapping z-az from U to A with ||az||<c||a|| |z] 

[4, p. 29]. This shows that A is a right ideal in U. Also 

since U is the completion of A with respect to |•|, then 

A=U, i.e., A is dense in U. 

On the other hand, since the involution in A*-algebra 

is continuous [l4, p. 187, Theorem 4.1.15], so the involution 

is continuous in both A and its completion U with respect to 

|*j. This implies that ||xa||<||x|| ||a||^c'|x| ||a|| for 

every x, aeA and c' being a constant [16, p. 626, Theorem 5.4], 

In like manner A is a left ideal dense in U. This completes 

the proof. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.2.4: Let A' be a dense ideal of an A*-algebra 

A with norm ||x||. If A ' is a Banach algebra with norm 

i1x||1, then 

(1) | | ax j | x^c| | a| l-J |x| |, and 

(2) | |xa| l^cl |x| | ||a|i1 \ 

for every aeA' and xeA, c being a constant. 
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Proof: In view of the closed graph theorem, it suffices 

to show that the mapping x-»ax from A to A ' is closed. 

Let | |xn~x| |-0 and | |
 a^n-y j i^-O. Since the mapping a-»a 

from A' to A is continuous [14, p. 187, Theorem 4.1.15], 

then ||axn-y(|-0, i.e., axn=y. Therefore ax=y, and hence 
! 

the mapping x-*ax from A to A' is closed. Therefore we have 

| | ax| |-ĵ cj j a | |-jJ |x| | for every aeA ', xeA and c being a 

constant. 

In the same manner, we can prove that a-*ax is closed 

and then we also have J |xa| |^c[ |x| | | |aj for every aeA7, 

xeA and c being a constant. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.2.5: Let A be an A*-algebra with an auxiliary 

norm |x|. A has a unique auxiliary norm if any of the fol-

lowing conditions is satisfied : 

(1) | |axj |<a| |aj | |x| for every a, xeA and a being a 

constant, and 

(2) the socle of A is dense in A. 

Proof; Let |x|^ be any other auxiliary norm of A. 

Set |x|2=|x|+[x|^> then A is clearly a normed algebra with 

respect to |x(2. 
P P 

By the weak B*~property, we let |x| <k|x*x| and |x|^ < 

k-|Jx*x| where k,k-̂  are positive constants. Then |x*x|£= 

|x*x|+|x*xi1>i|x|
2+-|^]xl1

2>i2(\X\+\X\1)
2^\X\2

2 where kg= 

2 max (k,k^). This shows that |x|g is also an auxiliary 

norm of A. Let U, U^, Ug denote the completions of A by |x|, 

lxlj_* tx12 resPectively. 
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Case (1) : Assume that (1) is satisfied. Lemma 2.2 

shows that A is a dense ideal in both U and Ug. In. fact,.. 

| | ax| | <g| | a | | | x11 and | | ax | j <aj | a | | |x[, therefore 2;| | ax.| [ < 

I M | ( aM+plx^), i.e., | |ax| | <Y| | a [ j (IxJ+Jx^), where (j)-

max(a>8) a n d Y l s some constant. This implies tiiat ||ax.||<. 

y|jaj| |x12 for every x, aeA. Therefore, by Lemma 2...2.3, A. 

is a dense ideal in Ug. From Lemma 2.2.2, U, and" U^, 

Ug are equivalent, i.e., U and U-̂  are equivalent- Thla 

implies that A has a unique auxiliary norm. 

Case (2) : By weakened B*-property x*x=0 implies x-0. 

Since every minimal right ideal R of A is generated by a 

uniquely determined self-adjoint primitive idempotent, hence 

by Lemma 2.1 [15, p. 29], every minimal right ideal R can be 

written as R=eA, where e is a minimal self-adjoint ideinpatent. 

Let I be any closed ideal of Ug such that IflA=(0).. We. want 

to show that IA=(0). Suppose that IA^(O), then there, exists 

an R in A such that IR^O and therefore Ie^(O), since R ia 

generated by e. Let zel with ze^O. Since eAe=(the complex 

field*e [5̂  p. 13, Proof of Theorem 5], ez*zeel. Therefore, 

ez*ze=Ae(A^O), hence eel. But ecA, i.e., inA^(O), a contra-

diction. Therefore IA=(0). Again, by Lemma 2.2.2, we have 

that U, Ug and U^, Ug are equivalent respectively,, and there-

fore U, are equivalent, i.e., the norms |x(, |x[^ are 

equivalent. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.2.6 : Let A be an A*-algebra with an auxiliary 

norm |x| satisfying (1) or (2) of the preceding Theorem 2.2.5. 

Let B be a Banach *-algebra with weakened B*-property and (j) be 
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an algebraic *-homomorphism of A into B. Then (J) can "be 

uniquely extended to a continuous *-homomorphism (j) 7 of the 

completion U of A by |x| into B and (J) '(U) is a closed 

*-subalgebra of B. If (1) is *-isomorphism of A into B, then 

(j) ' is also *-isomorphism of U into B and U, 4*(U) are equi-

valent . 

Proof: Let |x|+| | (j>(x) | | . By Theorem 2.2.5, |x| 

is an auxiliary norm of A. A has a unique auxiliary norm, 

hence ajx| -̂ <1 x| . Therefore a( |x|+| |(j)(x) | | )^|x| . This im-

plies a ! x | x | and | |(J)(x) j |^|x| for some constant a. Hence 

we have that | | (J)(x) | |̂ c |x|, for some constant c=^. There-

fore (J) can be uniquely extended to a.continuous *-homomor-

phism (j) ' of U into B. By the proof of Theorem 2.1.2, (j) '(U) 

is a closed *-subalgebra of B, since (j) is a *-homomorphism 

of A into B. 

Next suppose that (J) is a *-isomorphism of A into B. Let 

I be any closed ideal of U with inA=(0). From the proof of 

Theorem 2.2.5, we see that IA=(0). Then using Lemma 2.2.1, 

we know that (()' is a *-isomorphism and from Lemma 2.2.2, 

U and ([) '(U) are equivalent. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.2.7 : Let A be an A*-algebra in which every 

maximal commutative *-subalgebra is regular. Then A has a 

unique auxiliary norm. 

Proof : Let B denote any maximal commutative *-subalgebra 

2 
of A. Let |x|, Ix^ be two auxiliary norms satisfying ||x|| < 

O 

k||x*x|| and ||x|| <k1||x*x||, respectively, where k, k 1 are 

positive constants. 
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Let U, be the completions of B by |x|, Ix]-̂ , 

respectively. Since any *-subalgebra of an A*-algebra is 

semi-simple [l4, p. 188, Theorem 4.1.19] and1 also B is 

regular, hence by a theorem of Rickart [17, p. 195, 

Theorem 1], we may assume that B, U, U-̂  have the same 

representation space fi, where Q is a locally compact Haus-

dorff space. Let U, U1 be the algebra of continuous func-

tions on Q. Using Theorem 2.1.2, U, ^ are equivalent, i.e., 

i |x|^tk-.|x| for every X€B. 
kk x 

Now consider any xeA and let B be a maximal commutative 

*-subalgebra of A which contains x*x. Then ^|x*xj <|x*x| 

1 2 2 i 12 
kk-Jx*x| which in turn implies lxl ^lxli ^k-Jxl , i.e., 

"• |x| <|x 1 p|x| for any constant p. Therefore A has a unique 

auxiliary norm. Q.E.D. 

Remark 2.2.8: Let A be a proper H*-algebra with norm 
1 

||x||=(x,x)2, then jx|2=|x*x| and l!xy||<|x| ||y||. 

Proof: Consider an auxiliary norm |x| defined by |x|= 
1 

l.u.b. ||xy||. Since |jx||=(x,x)2, 
IIy11=1 i 

— 2 
|x|2=(l.u.b. !|xy i|)2=l.u.b. [xy,xy)2] 

MyI l=i I m b i 

=l.u.b. (xy,xy)=l.u.b. (x*xy,y) 
11 y 1 l=i 11 y I 1=1 

=l.u.b. ||x*xyj I |IyI| <| x*x| 
M y M = i 

Also, |x*j2=(l.u.b. M x * y M ) 
11yIl=i 

=l.u.b. (x*y,x*y)=l.u.b. M x x * y M M y 
I |y| l=i I |yM=i 

=l.u.b.|xx*|<|x| |x*| 
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That is, |x*K|xj, Therefore we have that |x*|*|x|< 

|x|2, i.e., jx*xj< |x|2. 

Now, since |x|=l.u.b. |Jxy|| then we have that ||xy|< 
I|y|i=i 

and 1 Ix-|-jy4j-j-l N x l where y= , I I xy '| | <|x| ||y'| 

Q.E.D. 

3. w.c.c. B*-algebras 

Lemma 2.3.1? Let Q be a locally compact Hausdorff 

space and C(Q) be the Banach algebra of complex-valued con-

tinuous functions vanishing at 00 on Q. Then C(n) is w.c.c. 

if and only if Q is discrete. 

Proof : Let G be any relatively compact open subset of 

Q and let C(G) denote the subalgebra of C(q) consisting of 

the functions vanishing outside G, i.e., C(G)= {f :f (x)=0 as 

every x/G}cc ( Q) . Hence C(G) is clearly a closed subalgebra 

of c(n). 

Now consider geC(n) such that g=l on G, i.e., gf=f for 

every feC(G). Since gf(x)=g(x)f(x) for every x in G and 

gf(x)=f(x), therefore gf(x)=f(x) for every x in G, i.e., 

gf=f. 

Assume that C(Q) is w.c.c., then C(G) is weakly compact 

[4, p. 482, Definition]. This implies that C(G) is locally 

weakly compact, therefore G is finite [12, p. 87]. Hence Q 

is discrete. Suppose that Q is discrete, then C(fi) becomes 

c.c. and hence w.c.c. Q.E.D. 
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'Theorem 2.3.2 ; The following statements are equivalent 

for a B*-algebra A: 

(1) A is w.c.c., 

(2) A is a B*(«°)-sum of C*-algebras, each of which 

consists of the set of all completely continuous operators 

on a Hilbert space. 

Proof : Let Q be a locally compact Hausdorff space and 

let C(fi) be the Banach algebra of complex-valued continuous 

functions vanishing at « on ft. Let B be a maximal commuta-

tive *-subalgebra of A. B is necessarily closed subalgebra 

of A [14, p. 182, Theorem 4.1.3]. And B is isomorphic with 

C(Q) considered in Lemma 2.3.1. Since B is closed in the 

w.c.c. algebra A, B is w.c.c. as well. By Lemma 2.3.1, fi is 

discrete. Now let e a be the elements of B corresponding to 

the characteristic functions of the points Since 

f *(x)=f (x) and e *(x)=f *(x)=f (x)=l=l=e (x), or e (x)= 
a v ' aK > a v ' a v ' aK ' aA '3 av ' 

f *(x")=ffx)=0=0=e (x). Hence e *=e„,, i.e., e is self-a v ' aA ' av ' a a' ' a 

adjoint. Thus (ea) is an orthogonal family of self-adjoint 

primitive idempotents of B such that, for every xeB, we can 

write x=2Aaea, where the right hand series is summable in 

the norm, i.e., for any given positive number e the number 

of a*s such that |a |>e is finite. Conversely if ZA e is 
1 a1 J a a 

summable^ it clearly represents an element of B. Now we 

show that e^A is a minimal right ideal of A. Let a be any 

self-ad joint element of A. Then e ae =e *(e a)*=̂ e a*e *= 
a a a v a ' a a 

e ae =(e ae )*, i.e., e ae is self-adjoint and commutative 
LX CX CX v-X (X (X 
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with every e., therefore e ae eB. Hence e ae =Ae„,„ Since 
3 a a a a a 

(eaaea) *=^ea=eaaea=^eai then A=A, i.e., A being a real.. 

Therefore e Ae is a division algebra, so enAe = (the complex" 
CX u, ex 

fieldjxe^. Since A is semi-simple, i.e., A contains no nil-

potent ideals, hence e^A is a minimal right ideal. 

If e .2=0, for any given zeA, then z=0, e zz*=G.. Hence 
^ oc 

zz*e =0. Let us consider the directed set of finite sums a 
ea1

+ect2+* * * + ea ^ mu"tually orthogonal e^. Let z he any 

element of A. Since A is w.c.c., then the unit sphere of A 

is transformed by right multiplication by z into a relatively 

weakly compact subset of A. Let z 7 be any limiting point 

(in the weak topology) of a directed set {(e +.„,+e )z}. 
al ^ 

Since e z=e z', hence zez '. This implies that {(e +e +. .. a a a i ccg 

+e )z} converges weakly to z. In the same manner we can. 
"n 

show that if, in this discussion, eais confined to any sub-

family, {(e +. ..+e )z) converges weakly to an element of 
U1 "n 

A. Therefore ^e^z is summable to z by a theorem of Grlicz^s 

[2, p. 24o]. That is, ea
z^° f o r only a countable number of 

e 's, and {(e + — + e )z} converges to z in the norm. 
1 n 

For any given closed ideal I of A, eaADl=(0) or e- Ac:L. 

Indeed, e^AiH^O) implies (0)^eaa€l for some aeA and there-

fore e aa*e =Ae (A/0) implies e el so that e A<=i, Let {e ,} 
u cc a* a a a 

be the set of e * s with e /Ac:i and {e //} the rest of e 3s. a a a a 
/ / / % 

Denote by H , H the closed subspac'es of A spanned by {ê /A}, 

£ea//A}, respectively. Then A is a direct sum of H' and h", 

i.e., A=H'©H". Evidently H'cl. We show that H =1 and H "= 
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L(l). Let Z€l. Since z=2e z where e z^O, then e zel. 
cc oc oc 

This implies Ich'. Hence H=I. Since e //Alee //Ani=(0), 
a a v ' > 

so e / /AI=(0). Therefore e.//ACL(i), i.e., H"c:L(I). Con-
^ vX 

versely let zeL(I), then z*eL(l) since L(z) is a closed 

ideal of A and therefore L(I)=[L(l)]*, i.e., it is self-

ad joint. Hence z*e -0 so that (z*e )-fc=0"5 =̂O=e z. Therefore 
a v a' a 

z=0, i.e., zeH". Hence H/,=L(I). Thus A=I0L(I). Let I 

"be any primitive ideal of A. By [6, p. 6 5 ]} L(I) is then 

a primitive algebra with minimal right ideals since L(l) is 

isomorphic with A/I. Let ea,ep€L(I). Since Ae^A and Ae^A 

are non-zero ideals of L(I), then (Ae A)(Ae A)^(O). There-
cc 3 fore e ae 7*0 for aeA. Some e A^(0), then e a^O for a*eA. 

a (3 p p 
Therefore ega^e^ae^O. Hence ega*e ae^Ae^A^O). This im-
plies e €Ae A so that Ae A is the socle of L(I) and L(I) is 

(3 oc oc 
the closure of Ae A. Conversely for any e 9 the closure J 

oc oc cc 
of Ae^A is L(I), where I is a primitive ideal. Consider the 

maximal set {J } such that J nj =(0) for ct/8. The direct 
a a p w p 

sum of J * s is dense in A. Since is *-isomorphic with a 
a a 

C*-algebra of all completely continuous operators on a Hu-

bert space [93 p. 4-08, Theorem 6.3]. Therefore A is *-iso-

morphic with a B*(°°)-sum of C*-algebras, each of which 

consists of the set of all completely continuous operators 

on a Hilbert space. 

(2) =*(1). This is evident from the fact that a 

C*-algebra of completely continuous operators on a Hilbert 

space is w.c.c. [13, p. 362, Theorem 4]. - Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 2.3.4: Let A be a w.c.c. B*-algebra. Let e 

be a self-adjoint idempotent of A. Then eAe is *-isomorphic 

with a direct sum of full matrix algebras of finite orders 

over the complex field. 

Proof ; Since A is w.c.c. and e is a self-adjoint 
j 

idempotent of A, then eAe is a w.c.c. B*-algebra with a 

unit e. This implies eAe is weakly complete. By Theorem 2 

[13, p. 361], eAe is finite-dimensional. Again, by 

Theorem 1 [13, p. 360], eAe is *-isomorphic with a direct 

sum of full matrix algebras of finite orders over the com-

plex field. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.3.5s Let A be a w.c.c. B*-algebra. A is 

c.c. if and only if A is a B*(°°)-sum of finite-dimensional 

B*-algebras. 

Proof: By Theorem 8.2 [9, p. 412], a complex completely 

continuous B*-alget)'ra is the B*(°°)-sum of finite-dimerisional 

B*-algebras. 

Conversely, since the finite-dimensional normed spaces 

are reflexive, the weak topology and the strong topology 

coincide. Hence, the proof follows from Theorem 2.3.2. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.3.6 : Let I be'a closed right ideal of a w.c.c. 

B*-algebra A and Ce
a'} be

 a maximal family of orthogonal 

self-adjoint primitive idempotents contained in I. Then 

for every zel we have z-Ee ,z. 
a 
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" Proof ; Let z =2ea/z, where the right hand side is sum-

mable by Corollary 2.3.3. Now e a >z =ea /2ea/Z=ea/Z, since 

{ea/} is a family of orthogonal self-adjoint primitive idem-

potents. This implies that e /(z-z ')=(), and therefore e^y 

(z-z ') (z - z ')*= 0. The closed subalgebra B generated by (z-z') 

(z-z')* and [e /} is a closed commutative *-subalgebra con-

\ ' at-

tained in I. B, being closed, is w.c.c. Therefore, by Lem-

ma 2.3.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.3.2, we have that B is 

generated by self-adjoint idempotents. But fea'} is
 a maximal 

family of orthogonal self-adjoint primitive idempotents con-

tained in B so we have that (z-z ') (z-z ')*^0. By B*-condition, 

z-z '=0, i.e., z=zTherefore z =z=2e /Z. Q.E.D. 

Ct 

Theorem 2.3.7 : The following statements are equivalent 

2 

for a Banach *-algebra A satisfying ||x|| <k||x*xj|, where k 

is a constant. 

(1) A is w.c.c. 

(2) A is equivalent to a B*(°°)-sum of C*-algebra, each 

of which is the set of all completely continuous operators 

on a Hilbert space. 

(3) A is dual. 

Proof: (1)«(2). Since B*-algebra is Banach *-algebra 
2 

satisfying ||x|| :£k||x*x||, so (1) is equivalent to (2) by 

Theorem 2.3.2. 

(2)=»(3). Since A is a B*(=°)-sum of C*-algebra, each of 

which is the set of all completely continuous operators on a 

Hilbert space, but the algebra of completely continuous 
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operators on a Hilbert space is dual [11, p. ^12], by 

Lemma 2.4 [10, p. 222], the B*(®)-sum of dual B*-algebra is 

dual. This completes our assertion. 

(3) =>(2). By Theorem 8.3 [9, p. ^12], a dual B*-algebra 

is the B*(°°)-sum of algebras, each of which is the algebra 

of all completely continuous operators on a Hilbert space. 

Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.3.8: A closed *-subalgebra of a dual 
2 

Banach *-algebra A satisfying ||x|| |x*x|| is dual. 

Proof : Let B be any closed *-subalgebra. By Theorem 

2.3.7, A is weakly complete. Hence B is w.c.c. Again 

using Theorem 2.3.7, we see that B is dual. Q.E.D. 

4. c.c. Banach *-algebras 

Theorem 2.4.1 ; The following statements are equivalent 

for a c.c. Banach *-algebra A. 

(1) A is semi-simple and x*x=0 implies x=0. 

(2) A is a dense subalgebra of a c.c. B*-algebra U. 

(3) A is an A*-algebra. 

Proof: (1)=>(2). First we show that A is symmetric, 

that is, x*x has a quasi-inverse for every xeA. Suppose 

that the contrary holds for some xeA. -1 is then a proper 

value of the c.c. operator defined by the left multiplica-

tion by x*x, and its proper space, being finite-dimensional 

[2, p. l6o], contains a minimal right ideal R. Since A is 

semi-simple and x*x=0 implies x=0, hence R=eA [15, p. 29_, 

Lemma 2.1], where e is a self-adjoint primitive idempotent. 
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Since T -^e^e, then x*xe=-e. Therefore (x*xe)*=(-e)*, 

e*(x*x)-*=-e*=-e, ex*x=x*xe5 hence x*x commutes with e. 

Since R is minimal then eAe is a division ring [5, p. 13, 

Theorem 5]. This implies that eAe=[the complex field]x e 

[l4, p. 4o, Theorem 1.7.6], and exe, ex*e are mutually con-

jugate complex multiples of e. Now let z=ex-exe, then 

z*= (ex-exe)*= (ex) *- (exe)^=x*e*-e*(ex)* 

=x*e-ex*e and zzfe(ex-exe)(x*e-ex*e) 

=exx*e-exex*e-exex*e+exeex*e 

=exx*e-exex*e-exex*e+exex*e 

=exx*e-exex*e, but xx*e=-e 

2 
=e(-e)-exex*e=-e -exex*e=-e-exex*e. 

2 2 
Hence zz*=-e-exex*e=-e-exe x*e =-e-exeex*ee=(l+exe.ex*e) 

(-e), but exe, ex*e are conjugate complex, i.e., zz*^=l+ real 

2 
number)(-e)=-k e where k>0. This implies that (z+ke) (z-fke)*= 

(z+ke)(z*+ke*)=(z+ke)(z*+ke)=zz*+kez*+zke+keke=0. Therefore 

2 

z=-ke and zz*=k e. This is a contradiction. Hence A is 

symmetric. This implies that A is C-symmetric. Let M be a 

primitive ideal, then M is self-adjoint [9, p. 4-03, Theorem 

4.4], Moreover A is a direct sum of M and a full matrix 

algebra B of finite order over the complex field, which is 

a self-adjoint simple ideal of A. Let x^ be the B-component 

of x and its factor space norm by |[xg||A/M. By Theorem 

4.8.11, [l4, p. 244], B is ^--isomorphic with a C*-algebra 

with C*-norm |xg|, the *-homomorphism x-*Xg is continuous from 

A onto B with norm |xg| [16, p. 628, Theorem 6.2]. By a 
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r e s u l t of B. E. Johnson [73 p . 539L a semi-s imple Banach 

a l g e b r a has a unique norm topology . This impl i e s t h a t x-*x* 

i s con t inuous . So we can suppose t h a t | | x | | = | | x * | | . Let 

xT 
I | y J l= i B1 

i i IX
B

 1 f 1 ' ' J^B 

a l g e b r a norm. 

4tu*^?T 1 Ixb^bI I? Mx-RI | v = l . u . b . | |y B1 

B 
|x 

I |y B1 = 1 BXB' 

XBWB 

4 + | | x - | | , we can show t h a t 

= I l x B W B l U + l l x B w
B l l r 

and 

i s an 

B1 

s | | x B l e l !wb! U+l I - b1 l r ! | w B l l r 

S| | x B | e l K l l e + I K M e l | w B l l r + l | x B l l r 

+ | |Xg l r l l w
B l l r 

= ( 1 Ixg l e
+ l ! x

B l l r ) ( l l w B l l e + I K H r > 

l l - | l | w B l l l 

=1 |x* B l e + l | x * B l l r = l | x B | l e + l l x
B l l r = H I : 

so t h a t | j | x * B x B ! I M 

w B1 

x 

x* Mix, ^ X, 

B 

There fo re 
B i i i B 

From the minimal c h a r a c t e r of t h e |xB l I 1 I I^B^B1 

u s u a l norm i n an a l g e b r a C(fi) [9 , p . ^07* Theorem 6 .2 ]3 we 

have t h a t | | | x * g x | ] | > | x * R x ^ | = | x 

I I | x \ > | x* Xj J= |x , 
B B1 

2 

VB There fo re x. B 

. Suppose t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s an 

i n f i n i t e number of B ' s , such t h a t |xg|)>e3 so t h a t | | | x B 

)>€, where € i s a g iven p o s i t i v e number. Then we may assume 

t h a t I |x„ ! 3 n = l a 2 C h o o s e y n eB n such t h a t | | x y n | ( "3 1 'e ' 2' n ^ n 

= 1 |x B ^y n l i>-|5 l | y j i = l . Since A i s c . c . , t h e r e e x i s t s a sub-n 

sequence {xy^/J converging to an element x 'eA and | | x ' | | j£ "2 * 
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We know that B's are simple ideals, hence for Bn/B, xynyB=0. 

This implies x 'yB=0> since xyn~>x '. Hence Xg'y^O, take 

xB'*=yB. Then we have that x B 'xB '*=0 and therefore x B =0 

for every B. But then x 'eM' for every M. This implies x'=0, 

a contradiction. It follows that {Xg} is an element of the 

B*(<*>)-sum u of B*-algebras B with norm |xB|. A is mapped by 

x->{x,,} into a dense subalgebra of the B*-algebra U which is 
B 

c.c. This completes the proof of (1)=>(2). 

(2)=»(3) is obvious since the B*-norm of U serves as an 

auxiliary norm of A. 

(3)=»(1) follows from a lemma of Rickart,s [l6, p. 626, 

Lemma 5.1]. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.4.2 : A c.c. A*-algebra has a unique auxi-

liary norm. 

Proof: Let A be a c.c. A*-algebra. Let B denote any 

maximal commutative *-subalgebra of A. By Theorem 5.1 [9, 

p. 4o6] , the structure space Q of B is discrete. From the 

proof of Theorem 2.5.2 that for any point p eQ the charac-
w 

teristic function of a single point set fp0) is a Gelfand 

representation of self-adjoint idempotent of B. Hence B is 

regular. It follows from Theorem 2,2.5 that A has a unique 

auxiliary norm. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.4.3: Let A be a c.c. A*-algebra, A is dual 

if and only if the socle is dense in A and, for every xeA, 

the closure of xA contains x. 
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Proof: Assume that A Is dual, then it is annihilator 

algebra. Also A is A*-algebra and therefore semi-simple. 

Therefore the socle of A is dense in A [l4, p. 100, Corol-

lary 2.8.16]. Since A is dual, we have that L[R(0)]=(0)= 

L(A), that is, the left annihilator of A is 0. Now to prove 

that x is in the closure of xA, it will suffice to show that 

L(xA)x=(0), i.e., yx=0 for yeL(xA). But yxA=(0) Implies 

yx=0 since L(A)=(0). 

Conversely, suppose that the socle of A is dense in A 

and xexA for every X€A. From the proof of Theorem 2.4.1 we 

have that the socle of A is the direct sum of dual simple 

algebras B, and therefore dual in relative topology induced 

by A [8, p. 690, Theorem 2]. Therefore A is dual [8, p. 694, 

Theorem 7]. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.4.4; Let A be a c.c. dual A*-algebra. Then 

every closed right ideal of A is the intersection of regular 

maximal right ideals of A containing it. 

Proof: Let A be a dense subalgebra of a c.c. B*-algebra 

U as stated In the proof of Theorem 2.4.1. Denote by E the 

closure of a subset Ecu. Let M be any regular maximal right 

ideal of A. We show that M is a regular maximal right ideal 

of U. Let L^(M)={xeA :xM=(0)}, the left annihilator of M in 

A, is a closed minimal left ideal generated by a self-adjoint 

primitive idempotent eeA and M= {x :e!x= (0), xeA}. Since A=U, 

therefore M={z:ez=(0), Z€U) and Ue is a minimal left ideal. 

Therefore M is a regular maximal right ideal of U [3, p. 157]. 
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Conversely if is a regular maximal right ideal of 

U and e is a self-adjoint primitive idempotent generating 

L(M-̂ ), then by the above proof, eeA and M-̂ nA= {x :ex=0, xeA). , 

Since e is self-adjoint primitive idempotent of A, hence 

M-ĵ HA is a regular maximal right ideal of A, since e(x-ex)-

ex-e2x=ex-ex=0, xeA. Now let N be any closed right ideal of 

A, by duality of A, N=RA(LA(N)). Since F=A so RA(LA(N))= 

R. [L(N)HA]j also L(N)fiAcA, this gives Ra[L(N)HA]=R[L(N)HA] 
XT. 

HA. But L(N)flACL(N), i.e., R[L(N)HA]=>RL(N). This implies 

R[L(N)nA]nA3RL(N)flA. Since RL(N) is a closed ideal of U so 

RL(N)=N, this gives N=R[L(N)HA]nA3RL(N)HA, i.e., ftPNnA. But 

jjcjfnA. Therefore N=NHA. We know that every closed right 

ideal of a dual B*-algebra is the intersection of regular 

maximal right ideals containing it. Hence N is the inter-

section of regular maximal right ideals of U containing 

N. Therefore N=(flM1) HA=n (M-jOA), that is, N is the intersec-

tion of regular maximal right ideals of A containing N, 

since N<=M1 implies and NQ^flA. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2 A. 5: Let A be a c.c. A*-algebra. A is 

finite-dimensional if and only if A has a unit. 

Proof: Suppose that A is finite-dimensional, we have 

only a finite number primitive self-adjoint idempotent and 

A can be expressed as a direct sum of finite number of 

minimal left ideals. And now, since A is semi-simple, it 

has an identity. 
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Conversely, suppose that A has a unit e. A c.c. 

B*-algebra U in which A is dense has e as a unit, and there-

fore U is finite-dimensional. This implies that A is 

finite-dimensional, completing the proof. Q.E.D. 

5. Dual A*-algebras 

Theorem 2.5.1: Let A be a semi-simple dual Banach 

*-algebra in which x*x=0 implies x-0. If A satisfies any of 

the following conditions, 

(1) every primitive ideal of A is a direct summand, 

(2) x-x* is continuous, 

then A is an A*-algebra and a dense subalgebra of a dual B*-

algebra U which is uniquely determined up to *-isomorphism. 

Proof : Every minimal right ideal of A is generated by 

a unique self-adjoint primitive idempotent of A. From the 

structure of semi-simple dual ring, we see that A is the 

closure of its socle which is a direct sum of simple dual 

ideals S of form Ae A, where e is a self-adjoint primitive 
Ct OC 

idempotent [8, p. 692, Theorem 5], 

Now suppose first that (2) holds. Let be the 

closure of S and M = {x:xeA, xS =(0) }, the left annihilator 
oc cc ex 

are closed self-adjoint ideals and M a is primitive ideal of 

A since the annihilator of a minimal closed right ideal is 

a maximal closed left ideal [3, p. 157]. Since Sa+Ma is 

dense in A [14, p. 99, Lemma 2.8.10], the image of S a is 

dense in A/Ma, i.e., IM(Sa)=
A/Ma. Let x=x+Ma for every 

X€Sa and | |x| | the factor space norm. Then we can introduce 
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in (e
a
A)' a n in1161* product (x,y) "by the relation (x,y)ea= 

(e xy*ea)' [14, p. 26l, Theorem 4.10.3]. The operator 

T- ik~*(xz)' •, xe(e A)' is continuous in the norm defined by 
2 ^ ' OC 

the above inner product [l4, p. 26l, Theorem 4.10.3]. 

Denote by |z|=||T-|| the operator norm. Since x-x* is con-
Z 2 i 2 

tinuous, we may assume ||xj|=||x*||. And also |zj =||T^|| = 

i l T £ T z * l I ' l ^ * H l T i z * ' ' = l l T i T z * l I ' t h a t l s ' 

so that ^/M as an A*-algebra with an auxiliary norm |x|. 
cc 

Therefore | |x | 1 2>| |x*x | | >| | (x*x)' | | >| (x*x) |=|x|". So that 

we may regard A/Ma as a dense subalgebra of C*-algebra of 

all completely continuous operators on the Hilbert space ob-

tained by completing (e A)*. We consider the B*(°°)-sum U 

of K 3s. And x-x is continuous, the image of the socle of 
a 

A by this mapping is dense in U. Since x-*x is a *-isomor-

phic into, we may consider A as a dense subalgebra of U. 

By Theorem 2.2.5, U is uniquely determined up to ^isomor-

phism. 

Next, we assume that every primitive ideal of A is a 

direct summand, then A=S +Mq. Since Ma= (xeA :xSa= (0) }, let 

xeMa then xSa=(0). Therefore (xSa)*=(0)*=(0)=Sa*x*=Sax*= 

R(Sa)=Ma, i.e., Ma=L(Sa)=R(Sa). By Lemma 4.10.13 [l4, 

p. 267], S being self-adjoint and therefore M is self-
OC ^ 

adjoint. Likewsie Sa is self-adjoint. As in the proof of 

Theorem 2.4.1, x->x* is continuous and therefore the proof is 

completed. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2.3.2 : Any dual A*-algebra has a unique auxil-

iary norm and is a dense subalgebra of a dual B*-algebra 

which is uniquely determined up to *-isomorphism. 

Proof : In an A*-algebra any *-subalgebra is semi-simple, 

x-»x* is continuous and x*x=0 implies x=0 [16, p. 626, Theorem 

5.2 and Lemma 5.3]. This together with Theorem 2.5.1 gives 

the desired result. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.5.3 t Any dual A*-algebra with a unit is 

finite-dimensional, and is ^-isomorphic with a direct sum 

of full matrix algebra over the complex field. 

Proof : The finite-dimensionality of A follows [10A]. 

We know that A*-algebra is semi-simple and satisfies B*-

condition. By Theorem 4.1.19 [14, p.188], any *-subalgebra 

of an A*-algebra is semi-simple. Therefore A is ^isomor-

phic with a direct sum of full matrix algebras over the 

complex field [13, p. 360, Theorem 1]. 

6. w.c.c. A*-algebras 

Lemma 2.6.1 : Let B be a Banach *-algebra which is a 

dense ideal in a dual A*-algebra A. Let I denote any closed 

right ideal of B and I its closure in A. Then: 

(1) inB=Rg(Lg(I)), the right annihilator of the left 

annihilator of I in B, 

(2) iBczl 

(3) B is dual if and only if, for every xeB, the 

closure of xB in B contains x. 1 i 

Proof; (1) L(T)=L(I) and IcB implies LB(I)CL(I). But 

Lb(I)CB and hence LB(l)<=BnK(T). Clearly BflL(I)cLB(I), then 
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LB(I)=BnL(I). We know that BL(l)cBnL(l), i.e., BL(l)<=L'(I) 

implies BL(l)<=L(l)=L(l). Since xeAx for every xeA [8, p. 690, 

Theorem 1], in particular, xeAx for xeL(I), hence L(I)C: 

AL(T). Since L(I) is closed left ideal in A, we have that 

AL(I)cL(I), so that AL(i)crL(i)=L(I). This implies that 

L(I)=AL(i). Again we have xeAx for every xeA. In particular 

xeBx for every xeB. Therefore AL(I)C:BL(I), AL(l)c:BL(I), 

hence AL(i)cBL(l). Therefore BL(l)=AL(i)=L(l), then L(I)= 

BL(i)<=LB(i), but LB(I)eL(I), i.e., LB(I)cl(I) . Hence LB(I)= 

L(I). This implies that RB(Lg(I))=RB(L(I))DB=R(L(I))nB=IDB, 

since A is dual. 

(2) Let z be any element of I. Taking a sequence 

{z } from I in such a way that j jz -z| L-O. By Lemma 2.2.4, n n A 

we have that ||znb-zb||B=||(zn-z)b||^SC||zn-z|lA'IMlB for 

every beB, where [|•||A and ||•||B stand for norms in A and 

B respectively. Since ||z -z||.-»0 then | | z b-zb | L-»0, that 
n ix n jd 

is, zbel, i.e., IBd. 

(3) If B is dual, then the closure of xB in B contains x 

[8, p. 690, Theorem 2]. Now suppose that for every xeB, 

xexB in B. Let I be any closed right ideal of B. Take any 

xelfiB, this implies that xel by (2). That is, IflBci. But it 

is clear that IcinB. Therefore InB=I. By (1), I=RB(LB)I)). 

For every closed left ideal J of B, using the *-involution, 

we have that J=LB(RB(J)). Therefore B is dual. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.6.2; Let B be a Banach *-algebra which is a 

dense ideal in an A*-algebra A. Then : 
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2 
(1) A is w.c.c. if B is w.c.c. and A is dense in A. 

2 
(2) B is' w.c.c. if A is w.c.c. and B is dense in B. 

2 

Proof : (1) Assume that B is w.c.c. and A is dense 

in A, i.e., A2=A. Let b,b ' be any element of B. Take any 

{x } sequence from A such that | |x j L=l, where n=l,2,3.... 
n , n it 

Since B is a dense ideal in A, by Lemma 2.2.4, ||b'x || < 
B 

C| |x | |a! |b '| | B where C is a constant. That is, {b 'xnJ is 

bounded in B. Hence there exists a subsequence {Xn /} such 

that {bb 'x /} converges weakly to an element in B since B is 

w.c.c. Also the mapping x-x from B into A is continuous 

[16, p. 627, Theorem 6.2], and this makes {bb 'x /} converge 

weakly to an element in A, i.e., bb ' is a w.c.c. element of 
2 H — 

A. And we have that ABCB implies B CB, i.e., B CB=A. 
—2 _ ~2 *~p Hence B <=A. On the other hand, AcA=B, ACB, i.e., A cB but 

~~2 ~~2 ~~2 2 

A =A makes Acb . Therefore B =A, i.e., B is dense in A. 

From [13, p. 362], the set of w.c.c. elements is closed, so 

that A is w.c.c. 

(2) Let b,b ' be any elements of B. And let (xn) be 

any bounded sequence from B. Since A*-algebra is semi-

simple and this makes j|x|| 1|x|j for every xeB [16, p. 621, 

Theorem 2,6]. But j |x] is bounded, therefore ||x|| is 

also bounded, that is, (xn) is also bound in A. By the 

boundness of A we have that there exists a subsequence 

{xn/} such that {b'xn/} converges weakly to an element z of 

A in A. Let (j) be any continuous linear functional on B, 

and put lfr(x)=(j)(bx) for every xeA. Therefore f is a continuous 
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linear functional on A. Since B is an ideal of A, i.e., 

BAc=B implies bzeB where bcB, zeA. Hence (j)(bb 'x / -bz)= 

({)[b(b/xn/-z) ]=l|l(b
/xn'-z). But {b'xn/} converges weakly to 

z, i.e., ljr(b 'x /-z)-0. This makes (J) (bb 'xn /-bz)^0, so that 

bb ' is a w.c.c. element of B. And B is dense in B, i.e., 

b2=b. Therefore B is w.c.c. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.6.3 : If A is a Banach *-algebra satisfying 

2 2 ||x|| ̂ k||x*x||, k being a positive constant, then A=A . 

Proof ; Let xeA be a self-adjoint element with non-

negative spectrum. By the Gelfand representation, the invo-

lution x-x* defined by the equation x*(w)=x(w) for weQ, 

where 0 is a locally compact Hausdorff space. But x*=x, 

i.e., x*(w)=x(w)=x(w). This gives us that x becomes a real 

2 2 
value, hence we can find yeA such that x=y , i.e., xeA . 

2 

Therefore A^A . In a Banach *-algebra, any element z of A 

has a unique representation z=x+iy where x and y are self-

adjoint. So we can conclude that for every xeA, we have 

A<=A2. But AACA is clearly A2cA, that is, A=A2. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.6.4 ; Let A be a w.c.c. A*~algebra with an 

auxiliary norm |x| such that ||xy||^c|x| ||y|j for every x, 

yeA, where c is a constant. Let one of the following condi-

tions be satisfied : 

(1) the closure of xA contains x for every xeA, 

(2) A is reflexive. 

Then A is dual and is a dense ideal of the completion U of 

A by |x|. U is equivalent to a w.c.c. B*-algebra. For any 
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family of orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents of A, 

2eax is summable in the norm of A, and especially when fea) 

is a maximal family, x^e^x holds for every xeA. 

Proof : Since U is the completion of A so U is a Banach 

*-algebra satisfying weakened B*-condition. By Lemma 2.6.3, 

A is a dense ideal of U. Therefore, by Lemma 2.6.2 (1), we 

have that U is w.c.c. since U=U=U2. By Theorem 2.3.7, U is 

dual and U is a completion of A. Hence we may assume that 

U is a B*-algebra with norm [x|, i.e., U becomes A*-algebra. 

Let (1) be satisfied. A is dual by Lemma 2.6.1. 

By Corollary 2.3.3, ̂ e^x is summable in the norm of U. 

Since A=U, so that {e } is also maximal in U and x=2e x by 
a a 

Theorem 2.3.2. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2.3, the mapping 

z-*za, aeA being fixed, from U into A is continuous. There-

fore Se^xy is summable in the norm of A for every yeA. 

Using (1) we can take y n such that j |x-xyn| |<(̂~ for n=l,2, 

3,....' Except for a set of at most countable ea^, eaxyn=0 

(n=l,2, ...). For | | (e^+e^.. . +e(^)x | |= | j (e^+e^... + 
ean) (

xyn
+x"xyn) I I -M (

e
ai

+ea2
+- • -+ean)

xynl H I (ea1
+ea2+. • • + 

ea )(x_xyn)I I-I I(
ea +ea +••.+©a )xynI I + 1 I(

ea +ea +...+ea )|| 
Xj. _[_ cL JfX JL Jfl 

||(x-xy )||. But we know that (ea +ea +...+e )xy is sum-
1 2 S n 

mable in the norm of A and | jx-xyn| [-0 as n-°°. Therefore 

Ze x is summable in the norm of A. This implies that 2e x ak a 

is summable in the norm of A. Next suppose that (2) is 

satisfied. Since A is locally weakly compact, then xexA. 

By Lemma 2.6.1, A is dual. Except for a set of most 
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countable e a *
 e a x = : 1 I (ea2+* • •+ean)

x i l~c I Ix I I j that is, 

((ea2+-••+ean)x} is bounded. Since A is locally weakly com-

pact, {(e +.,,+e )x} has a weakly convergent subsequence 
al °Si 

in A. Therefore 2eax is summable in the norm of A. Since 

A=U, {e 3 is maximal in U and x=2eax. Thus the proof is 

completed. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.6.3 ? Let U be a w.c.c. B*-algebra and A be 

a Banach *-algebra which is a dense ideal of U. Let A 

satisfy one of the following : 

(1) the closure of xA contains x for every xeA. 

(2) A is reflexive. 

Then A is dual and w.c.c. 
O 

Proof i Since U is B*-algebra then U=U by Lemma 2.6.3. 

As A is a dense ideal of U and hence U is dual by Theorem 

2.3.7. Since U is a B*-algebra hence A*-algebra. There-

fore from Lemma 2.6.2, part (2), A is w.c.c. 

Now let A satisfy (1), then by Lemma 2.6.1, A is dual. 

If A satisfies (2), then as in the proof of Lemma 2.7.2, 

we have that A is dual again. Since A is also locally 

weakly compact, therefore we complete that A is dual and 

w.c.c. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.6.6 : For a dual A*-algebra to be of the 

first kind it is necessary and sufficient that ||x||^= 
2 * 

l.u.b. ||xy| | satisfies | |x| |, <k| |±*x| |, for a constant k. 
I |yII=i 1 1 

Proof : Assume that A is a dual A*-algebra of the first 

kind. By definition, A is a dense ideal of a B*-algebra 
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U with norm |x|. By Lemma 2.2.4, we have that | jxy][< 

c|x| ||y|| for every x, yeA and some constant c. This im-

plies that | |x| |,=l.u.b. | |xy | i<l.u."b. c-|x| ||y||<c|x| 
I|yil=i ' IIy f 1=1 

l.u.b. |jyl|<c|x|. And ||xz||,=l.u.b. ||xzy||<l.u.b. 
11yIl=i 1 I|y11=1 lly|l=i 

I l*zy2i |=l.u.b. | jxyzy||<l.u.b. ||xy|| | | zy | j=l.u.b. 
11yIt=i 1|yll=i lly|l=i 

1 Ixy 1 |-l.ii.b. | |zy| |=| |x| L • | |zj L , that is, ||xz|j< 
1|yI 1=1 1 1 l 

| |xj l-̂l 1 z | {-̂ . Therefore ] jx[ has the usual norm pro-

perties and the multiplication property (except for the 

completeness). Hence let be the completion of A by I M ^ . 

Therefore the mapping x-*x from A with norm | |x| | onto A with 

||x||-̂  can be extended to a continuous homomorphism (j) of U 

into Uj [Uj p. 180, Theorem 2]. Also we know that the 

kernel J of (j) is a closed ideal of U [11, p. l66, Theorem 1] 

with the property JfiA=(0). Therefore from the proof of 

Lemma 2.2.1 it is clear that J=(0), that is, (j) is an iso-

morphism. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1, the minimal 

character of the usual norm in the algebra C(fi) gives us that 

|x|2=lx*xl<| |x*x| 1 <| |x*| L | |x| |-,^c|x| ||xlli* i.e., |x|< j-i i- ''i'' ' iir 1 1 M M r 

norms 

2 

c| JxI where c is a constant. Therefore two norms |x| and 

I I x [ ' are equivalent. Then | |x| satisfies | |x| |-̂  <k| |x*x||j_. 

For the converse, assume that [ [ x | ] -̂  satisfies the con-

dition | 1 x [ <k| |x*xj 1-̂ . We know that A is a dual A*-algebra 

with an auxiliary norm | |x j j . By Lemma 2.2.3, A is a dense 

ideal of the completion . Therefore A is a dual A*-algebra 

of the first kind. , Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2.6.7 : Let A be a dual A*-algebra of the first 

kind. Then any closed *-subalgebra B of A is a dual A*-

algebra of the first kind. 

Proof : Since A is dual A*-algebra of the first kind, 

then by definition U is a dual B*-algebra with norm |x| of 

which A is dense ideal. Let F be the closure of B in U, 

then P is a closed *-subalgebra of U. By Corollary 2.3.8, 

any closed *-subalgebra of a dual B*-algebra is dual and 

therefore F is a dual B*-algebra. Since U is B*-algebra, 

i.e., A*-algebra and A=U, using Lemma 2.2.4, we have ||xy||< 

c|x| ||y | 1 for every xeU, every yeA. By Lemma 2.2.3, we 

have that B is a dense ideal of F. 

Let "be a maximal family of orthogonal self-adjoint 

idempotents e a in F. Since B is a dense ideal of F, so 

e~eF implies e^eB. By Theorem 2.6.4, 2xe is summable in A 
\X> CX Ct 

for every xeA, in particular, for every xeB. And therefore 

2xea is also summable in B. But {ea} is a maximal family of 

orthogonal self-adjoint idempotents in F, so that x=2xea. 

Therefore xexB in B. Hence B is dual. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.6.8 : Let A be an A*-algebra which is a 

dense ideal of a dual A*-algebra A, of the first kind. A 

closed *-subalgebra B of A is dual if the closure of xB 

contains x for every xeB. 

Proof : This proof follows from the proof of Theorem 

2.6.7 and Lemma 2.6.1. Q.E.D. 
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7. Some Properties of Dual A*-algebras 

Lemma 2.7.1: Let B be a dual Banach *-algebra which Is 

a dense Ideal of an A*-algebra A. If B has an approximate 

identity CU }, then A Is dual. 

Proof: Let aeA be any element. Consider b€B an ele-

ment such that ||a-b||^e where e is a positive number. 

Then we have | |a-auj |A<| |a-b| |A+| |b-buj |A+| [bu^auj |A« 

Since the mapping x-*x from B into A is continuous, therefore 

| [b-bu | |A-
c I lt_bu

aI !b
 p* T h e o r e m 5.4]. Also 

bu -au eB. hence I Ibu -au I L^c 'I Ibu -au I |-n. But B is a a a * 1 ' a a1'A 11 a a! 'JD 

dense ideal In A, therefore by Lemma 2.2.4, j |bua-aua| 

c/1|b-a||A||ua||B. Therefore | |bua-aua| (A<c
 77 7| |b-a| |A 

||u ||B. That is, we have j)a-aa| j <| |a-b||A+c||b-bu ||B+ 

c '7 '|Jb—a[|A||u ||B, where c, c
 7, c 7' and c 7'7 are constants. 

Therefore lim| |a-a | |^€+ec ' /7=€(l+c 7' ') since the right-hand 
a a 

side is independent of a. Hence | |a-aua| |-0, i.e.,
 a~*au

a 

for every aeA. This Implies aeaBcaB, but aB^aA, then aeaA. 

Hence A is dual [8, p. 694, Theorem 7]. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.7.2 : Let A be a dual A*-algebra with an 

approximate identity and B a Banach *-algebra which is a 

dense ideal of A. Then, if B is reflexive, B is dual. 

Proof : B is locally weakly compact since B is re-

flexive. By Lemma 2.2.4, | |xua| |-ĝ c| jx||g||u | jA, (c is a 

constant) for every xeB and U eA. ^Therefore (xu } is 
cx ^ cc 

bounded in B for every xeB. Hence (xua) contains a cofinal 
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set converging weakly to an element zeB. Since A has an 

approximate identity, then ] jx-xu j|A-*0. By Theorem 6.2, 
Ct A 

[16, p. 6271, every continuous linear functional on A is 

continuous on B, i.e., z=x. Hence ( j z-zua| Ig-'O. that is, 

zezB. By Lemma 2.6.1, B is dual. Q.E.D, 

Theorem 2.7.5 : Let A be a dual A*-algebra of the 

second kind with norm ||x||. Put | |x| L=l.u.b. ||xy|| for 
11 y I 1=1 

every xeA. If 1)x*||^=||x[and A has an approximate 

identity £u-a} with respect to the new norm | jx[ then the 

completion A^ of A by the norm { |x | | -̂  is a dual A*-algebra 

of the second kind. Moreover, 

(1) any dual A*-algebra with A as a dense ideal is 

considered as a subalgebra of A^, 

(2) there exists no A*-algebra with A^ as a dense 

proper ideal, 

(3) any reflexive Banach *-algebra which is a dense 

ideal of A-̂  is dual. 

Proof: Since A-̂  is the completion of A with respect 

to | |x| |-̂  and A has an approximate identity with respect to 

||x||j too, then is also an approximate identity for 
Al* 

We show that A-̂  is semi-simple, that R/(0), so there 

would exist a self-adjoint primitive idempotent eeA such 

that Re^(O), since Re=(0) for every e implies that RA=(0) 

and therefore Rua=(0) and R=(0). Then eRe=(the complex 
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\ 

field)x e. This implies that eeR, which is a contradiction 

since zero is the only idempotent in the radical of any 

algebra [l4, p. 56]. Therefore R-(0), i.e.^ is semi-

simple. Since x*x=0 implies x=0 and x~*x* is continuous, 

then by Theorem 2.5.1, is a dual A*-algebra with a unique 

auxiliary norm |x|-̂ , where |x|^ is also an auxiliary norm 

of A^. Now we show that A^ is of the second kind. Assume 

that A^ is of the first kind, then, for every x, yeA, 

since ||x||j=ljU.b. ||xy|| so that | jxu^ | | ̂ | |xua| |̂  | jy | | . 

But A^ is of the first kind, by Lemma 2.2.4, | |xua| |̂ c|x|-̂  

|IuaI| for some constant c. Therefore ||xu||^||xual 1̂  

I |y| I ^ M - J |ua| i1| | y | l̂ clxl-jJ | y [ | since | luj ̂ <1. But 

lim xu y=xy and c|xL||y|| is independent of a, therefore 
QC (X J_ 

| |xy | |<c |x | | |y [ | . By Lemma 2.2.5, we see that A is of the 

first kind. This is a contradiction. Hence A^ is of the 

second kind. 

Proof of (1). Let B be any dual A*-algebra such that 

A is a dense ideal of B. By Lemma 2.2.4, we have that 

Ilxy|Ip~cI|x||g||y|for every x, yeA, c being a constant. 
As I|x| k=l.u.b. ||xy|| for every xeA, so that l.u.b. ||xy|L 

l l y | | = i l | y | | A = - i 

^l.u.b. c||x||B||y||A. Therefore ||x||^<c||x||Hence 
I I y I I A ^ 1 

(J) :B ̂ A 1 is a continuous *-homomorphism as a result of the 

extension of the mapping x-»x, xeA. By Lemma 2.2.1, the 

kernel of (f) is a zero ideal. 
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Proof of (2). Let xeA^ and Ap be any other A*-algebra 

with A-̂  as a dense ideal. As | (xu^j |-̂ ~>| |x| J-̂  for every xeA.^ 

we have | |x| L=l.u.b. ||xy|L. By Lemma 2.7.1; kQ is dual. 
11yII!=i 

Hence (1) shows that Ag is mapped *-isomorphically onto A, 

such that x—-*x for every xeA-̂ , that is A^=Ag. 

Proof of (3). It is a simple corollary of Lemma 2.7.2 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.7.4 : Let B be a dual Banach *-algebra which 

is a dense ideal of a dual A*-algebra A. Let B have an 

approximate identity with bounded {||ua||A) (here we 

do not assume that {||ua| |g} is bounded). If A' is a 

Banach *-algebra such that Bca'ca where B is dense in A' 

and A' is an ideal of A, then k' is dual. 

Proof : Take any element x of A ' and let beB such that 

Ilx-k|Ia'^ w^ e r e e is a positive number. As in the proof 

of Lemma 2.7.1, we have | |x-xua|IAI |x-b|IA' +||b-bu || A / 

+ | |bua-xua| |A/<e+c '| |b-bua| |B+c "| | b-x j |A /| |uj |A, where 

c c" are constants. Therefore ||x-xu ||-0 implies cexA7 

for every xeA '. By Lemma 2.6.1, k' is dual. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.7.5 t Let A be a dual A*-algebra with the 

property that any closed right ideal of A is the intersec-

tion of maximal regular ideals containing it. Any dual 

Banach *-algebra B which is a dense ideal of A has the 

property that any closed right ideal of B is the intersec-

tion of maximal regular ideals containing it. 
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Proof: Let I be any closed right ideal of B and I 

stand for the closure of I in A. Since B is dual, then we 

can see, as in the proof of -Theorem 2.2.4, that I=inA. But 

A has the property that any closed right ideal of A is the 

intersection of maximal regular ideals containing it. Hence 

we can write where M~ is a regular maximal right 
Ct vX 

ideal of A. Since A is a dual A*-algebra, then L(Ma)=Aea, 

where e a is self-adjoint primitive idempotent of A, and 

Ma= fz :eaz=0}. Put Na=MafiA. Since B is a dense ideal of A, 

then e„eB. As N ^M^flA, N ={x:ex=03 xeB}, which is a 
CX vX (X cc 

regular maximal right ideal of B. Since DN =n(M nA)=fiM HA= 
\X wL vX inA=I, hence l=nu . Therefore the proof is completed. 

Q.E.D. 



CHAPTER III 

MINIMAL IDEALS IN TOPOLOGICAL RINGS 

Throughout this chapter we let A be a ring with no 

nilpotent one-sided ideals ̂  (0). Such a ring is sometimes 

called SEMI-PRIME. We use S to denote the SOCLE of A. We 

use Sa to denote the ANTI-SOCLE of' A. We write Sa-L(S)= 

R(S). We use J to denote the radical of A. 

In Section 1, we study some minimal ideals in topolog-

ical rings. In Section 2, we work on some purely algebraic 

developments concerning minimal ideals. 

1. On Rings with Minimal Ideals 

Lemma 3.1.1: A left (right) ideal 1^(0) in A contains 

no minimal left (right) ideal of A, If and only if lc=sa. 

St 

Proof : Assume that I$£3 , then we must show that I con-

tains a minimal left ideal of A. There exists h minimal 

idempotent e such that el^(O). For el=(0), so eeL(I). But 

2 

[L(l) ] =(0) and hence e-0, which is impossible. Take uel 

such that eu^(0). Since no nilpotent one-sided ideals 7̂  (0). 

and eA is minimal, then eA^euA. Therefore there exists a 
2 2 

zeA such that euz=e. Since (euz) =e =e} we have that euz^O. 
2 

Note that (euz) =euz. As uel, we have Aeuzci. To see that 

Aeuz is the desired minimal ideal, it is sufficient to see 

that euzA is a division ring [6, p. 65]. 

47 
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Si 
' Assume that IPS , then I can not contain a minimal 

Q 

left ideal M of A. Otherwise M^SDS , which is impossible. 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.1.2 : Let A be a topological ring, M a maximal-

closed modular right ideal. The following are equivalent: 

(1) M^S and L(M)^(0); 

(2) L(M) is a minimal left ideal of A; 

(3) M=(l~e)A for a minimal idempotent e. 

If Sa=(0), then (2) and (3) are equivalent to (1 ') L(M)^(0). 

Proof: (1)=>(3). Assume that L(M) contains no minimal 

left ideal of A. By Lemma 3.1.1, we have that L(M)<=:Sa. 

From the definition of Sa, we have that Sa=R(S)=L(S). This 

implies that L(M)cL(S) and hence RL(M)=RL(S). But ScRL(S) 

and therefore S93L(S)C:RL(M) . Now RL(M) is a closed modular 

right ideal containing M. Since M is maximal-closed, we 

have M=RL(M) or RL(M)=A. Since L(M) is a left annihilator 

ideal, then LRL(M)=L(M) [14, p. 96]. So if RL(M)=A, then 

LRL(M)=L(A)=(0), i.e., L(M)=(0) which is impossible. There-

fore RL(M)=M. But ScRL(M)=M, which contradicts the assump-

tion. Therefore there is a minimal idempotent e such that 

AecL(M) and M=RL(M). But R(Ae)=>RL(M). Since Ae(1-e)A=AeA-

AeA=(0), then R(Ae)=(1-e)A. Therefore Mc:(l-e)A. By defini-

tion of modular, (l-e)AcM and hence M=(l-e)A. 

(3) =>(2). Assume that M=(l-e)A for a minimal idempotent 

e then L(M)=Ae. Since Ae is a minimal left ideal of A so 

is L(M). 
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(2)=>(1). Assume that L(M) is a minimal left ideal of 

A. If Sc:M then L(M)cm since L(M)c=S. Since A is a semi-

prime ring then [L(M)]2=(0). This implies that L(M)=(0)a 

which is impossible. Therefore S^M and L(M)^(0). 

£L 

Finally consider the case where S =(0) and suppose that 

L(M)^(0). If ScM then L(M)cL(S)=Sa=(0). Therefore L(M)= 

(0), which is a contradiction. Thus (1')=>(1). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.1.3 ' Let M be a modular maximal right ideal 

of A. The following statements are equivalent : 

(1) S$zfM; 

(2) L(M) is a minimal left ideal of A; 

(3) L(M)^(0)j 

(4) M=(l-e)A, where e is a minimal idempotent of A. 

Proof : (1)=>(4). Assume that S$zfM. As in the proof of 

Lemma 3.1.2, we know that there exists a minimal right ideal 

eA, where e is a minimal idempotent. Since eAcS, then eA<̂ M, 

and hence eAHM=(0). By the Peirce decomposition theorem, 

A=M©eA. Consider a left identity J for A modular M. We can 

write j—u+v, where ueM and veeA. Since M is a modular ideal 

(j-l)xeM for all xeA, i.e., (u+v)x-xeM. This implies that 

ux+vx-xeM, i.e., vx-xeM. Therefore (l-v)AcM. As eAflM=(0), 

we have that eAn(l-v)A=(0). Hence vx=x for all xeeA and 

hence eA=vA. Therefore v is a minimal idempotent. By the 
\ 

Peirce decomposition, A=(1-v)A®vA=M$vA. As (I-V)ACM, we 

see that M=(l-v)A. 
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(4) =>(3). The proof follows by Lemma 3.1.2. 

(3)=»(2). Assume that L(M)^(0). Let rr be the natural 

homomorphism of A onto A/J, where J is the radical of A. 

Then J F I L ( J ) = ( 0 ) by semi-simplicity, and TT(M) is a modular 

A 

maximal right ideal of the semi-simple ring /J. Since JCM, 

then L(M)CX(J), i.e., L(M)njcL(j)nj. Since [L(J)DJ]2=(0), 

then we have L(j)nj=(0), and therefore L(M)nj=(0). This im-

plies that TT[L(M)nj]=TT[ (0) ]=(0). Therefore TT is an isomor-

phism, i.e., TT is one-to-one on L(M). Since L(M)/(0) so 

that T T [ L ( M ) V ( 0 ) , which is a non-zero left ideal lying in 

the left ideal L [ T T ( M)]. Therefore L [ T T ( M) ]^(0). Since A/J 

is semi-simple, then L [ T T ( M)] is a minimal left ideal of A/J 

[18, p. 96], ' This implies that L[ n(M) ]c-n[L(M) ], and hence 

L [ T T ( M ) ] = T T [ L ( M) ]. Suppose that L ( M ) contains a left ideal 

1^(0) of A and I^L(M). Then ir(I) is a left ideal of A/J. 

Since I ^ L ( M ) then T T ( I ) / T T [ L ( M ) ], i.e., T T ( I ) ^ L [ T T ( M ) ]. But 

L [ T T ( M)] is a minimal left ideal of A / J . Therefore T T ( I ) = 

(0), i.e., I=(0) which is a contradiction. Hence L(M) is 

a minimal left ideal of A. 

(2)=>(1). The proof follows by Lemma 3.1.2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.1.^: Let M be a modular maximal left ideal of 

A. The following statements are equivalent : 
(1) S$zfM; 

(2) R(M) is a minimal right ideal of A; 
<\ 

(3) R(M)^(0), 
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(4) M=A(l-e), where e is a minimal idempotent of A. 

Proof ; The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.1.3. 

Q.E.D, 

Theorem 5.1.5 ' Let A be an annihilator ring. Then 

Dj[=Dr. If also S is dense in A, then every maximal-closed 

modular right (left) ideal in A is a maximal right (left) 

ideal, where D|(Dr) is the intersection of the closed mod-

ular maximal right (left) ideals of R, which is a topolog-

ical ring. 

Proof : Let M be a closed modular right ideal, then 

L(M)t^(0) . By Lemma 3.1.3, M=(l-e)A for a minimal idempotent 

e. Conversely any such M is a closed modular maximal right 

Ideal. Therefore M=(l-e)A=R(Ae). But Ae^S, i.e., R(S)=Sac 

R(Ae). Thus Sa<=M. It follows that SacDr. On the other 

hand, if xeDr, then xeR(Ae) for every minimal idempotent e, 

Si St 
i.e., xeJ. Thss implies that xeS since jc:s . Therefore, 
cL Q, 
S =Dr. In a same manner, we can prove that S =D|_. Thus 
St 

S =Dr=Djj_. 

Suppose that S is dense In A, i.e., S=A. Let N be a 

ct 

maximal-closed modular ideal right ideal. Let xeL(S)=S , 

then xS^(O). By continuity of multiplication, xS=(0), i.e., 

xA=(0). Since A is an annihilator ring, then x=0, i.e., 
<Et 

S =(0). By Lemma 3.1.2, N is a maximal right ideal. 
Q.E.D. 
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2. Algebraic Developments Concerning 
Minimal Ideals 

Lemma 3.2.1; Any two-sided ideal I of A has no 

nilpotent one-sided ideals / (0). 

Proof : Let R be a right ideal of I, K/(0). We show 

that RI^(O). Suppose that RI=(0). Since I is two-sided 

ideal of A, then I Acre and AI^I. As R is a right ideal of I, 

R<=I. Then RA<=iA<=i. Hence ARAcAIci^ i.e., ARAcI. Therefore 

RARAQII. This implies that (RA)^C:RI= (o) and therefore 

2 

(RA)"=(0). This implies that RA is a nilpotent right ideal 

of A. Since A is a ring with no nilpotent one-sided ideals 

^ (0), then RA=(0). Since RczicA, then RcA. and L(A)={xsA: 

xA=(0)}. Therefore RCL(A). But [L(A)]2=(0) so that 

R<=L(A)=(0). Hence R=(0) which is a contradiction. There-

fore Rl/(0). 

If Rn=(0) for some positive integer n^l then (RI)n=(0), 

since RICR. Since IAcf[3 i.e., RIAcRI, it implies that RI 

is also a right ideal of A. Therefore Rl=(0), which is 

impossible. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.2.2 : Let I be a two-sided Ideal of A and M a 

modular maximal right ideal of I. If L(M)ni=(0), then M is 

contained in a maximal modular right ideal N of A with 

L(N)=(0). 

Proof : We show first that M is also a right ideal of 

A. Suppose otherwise and let <j be a left identity for I 

modulo M. Since M is not a right ideal of A, then there is 

a xeA, veM, such that vx/M. But M is a modular maximal 
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right ideal of I, hence vxel. As M is maximal, there exists 

wel, zeM, and an integer k such that j=z+(vx)w+kvx. This 

2 2 
implies j =[z+(vx)w+kvx]J, i.e., j"=zj+(vx)wj+kvxj=xj+v 

(xwj+kxj). Since MI cm, so zjeM. Also Aic=l, i.e., xwel, 

xwjel and xjel. Hence xwj+kxjel and v(xwj+kxj)eM. We have 

2 
(j-l)lcM, then (J-l)jeM, i.e., j -jeM. Therefore we see 

2 

that j eM, then JeM, which is impossible. Hence M is a 

right Ideal of A. 

We are given that L(M) ni=,(0). Since IL(M)cinL(M), then 

IL(M)=(0). We wish to show that L(M)=R(M)=L(l)=R(I). Since 

IL(M)=(0), then L(M)cr(i). But I is two-sided ideal of A, 

hence R(I)=L(I). Therefore L(M)cR(i)=L(I). As M<=I, L(I)C 

L(M). Therefore L(M)=L(I)=R(I). Since M is a right ideal 

of A, i.e., MACM, this implies R(M)MACR(M)M. Hence R(M)M is 

also a right ideal of A. Since R(M)MCR(M)FLM=(0), then [R 

(M)M]^=(0), i.e., R(M)M is nilpotent. It follows that R(M)c 

L(M)=R(l). As MCI, R(I)CR(M). Therefore R(I)=R(M). Hence 

R(M)=R(I)=L(M)=L(I). 

From this we will prove that L(M+R(M))=(0). Let xeL(M+ 

R(M)), then xeL(M) and xeLR(M). Therefore x2eL(M)M, i.e., 

x2eR(M)M=(0). Hence x2=0, x=0. Thus L(M+R(M))=(0). 

Next set p(M)=[weAJwyeM for all yel). Since M is 

right ideal of I, then xyeM for xeM, yel. This implies xye 
\ 

8(M), i.e., Mcrp(M). Let xeA, yel and j be a left identity 

for I modulo M. Then (jx-x)y=j(xy)-(xy)=(j-1)(xy). By 

definition of modular, (J-l)(xy)eM as xyel. But 
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hence (j-1)(xy)eg(M). Therefore j is also a left identity 

for A modulo g(M). We wish to show that 3(M) is contained 

in a modular maximal right ideal N of A, with L(N)=(0). Let 

j be a left identity of A modulo N. We claim j/0(M). For 

otherwise je3(M). Since jel and f3(M) ={weA:wyeM, for all 

2 

yel}, then j eM by taking w=g, y=«3". This implies jeM which 

is impossible. Therefore j/g(M) and hence 3(M)£N. But L(M) 

I=(0)=L(M)m so that L(M)cp(M). Since L(M)=R(M), hence R(M)c 

P(M)CN. AS MOT, then M+R(M)<=N. This gives us L(N)CL(M+ 

R(M)). But L(M+R(M))=(0), i.e., L(N) = (0). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3.2.3 : Let A be a modular annihilator ring 

and I a two-sided ideal of A. Then I is also a modular 

annihilator ring. 

Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, we have that 

for every modular maximal ideal M of I is contained in a 

modular maximal ideal N of A, I.e., Mc=N. Since A is a modu-

lar annihilator ring, hence L(N)^(0) and therefore R(M)^(0). 

As MQJ, we have that L(N)<=L(M). This implies that L(M)^(0). 

Therefore I is also a modular annihilator ring. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3.2.4 ; A semi-simple modular annihilator ring 

A is the subdirect sum of primitive modular annihilator 

rings. 

Proof ; Since any semi-simple ring is a subdirect 

sum of primitive rings [6, p. l4], 'then we need only to 

show that A/p j_s a modular annihilator ring, where P 

is a primitive ideal of A. Let N be a modular maximal 
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right ideal of A/P an(j ^ the natural homomorphism of A onto 

A/P. ¥e must show that L(N)^(0) in A/P. 

Suppose that L(N) = (0). . Since rr (N) is a modular maxi-

mal right ideal of A and let M=TT (N), then M is also a 

modular maximal right ideal of A. We have L(N)CP, i.e., R(P) 

<=RL(M)=M, because M is maximal and MCR(L(M)). By definition, 

P=M:A<=M. Thus pc=M and therefore R(P)+PCM, i.e., L(M)cl(R 

(P)+P). As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, L(R(P)+P)=(0), 

and this implies that L(M)=(0), which is a contradiction. 

Therefore L(N)/(0). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.2.5 ; Let I be a two-sided ideal of A and let 

S Q ( T 0 ) be the socle (anti-socle) of I. Then So=Sni=SI=IS 

and TQ=S
ani. 

Proof : Let eA be a minimal right ideal of A, where 

2 
e =e. We show first that either eA is a minimal right ideal 

of I or eA<=L(l)=R(I). We have either eADI=(0) or eAfll-eA. 

2 

If eADI=eA, then eACE, i.e., eel. Since eA<=I, then e A<=el, 

i.e., -eAcel. But Ica implies that elcreA. Therefore eA=eI. 

It follows that eAe=eIe. Since eA is a minimal right ideal 

of A, e =e, then eAe is a division ring [6, p. 65]. This 

Implies that ele is a division ring too. By Lemma 3.2.1, 

I has no nilpotent one-sided ideals ^ (0). By [6, p. 65], 

we have that el is a minimal right ideal of I. Now suppose 

that eADI=(0). Since B=A, then elPeA, for I is a two-sided 

ideal of A, thus Aid. But eeA implies that el<=l. Therefore 
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eIceAni=(0), i.e., el=(0). Hence eeL(i)=R(i), since I is 

a two-sided ideal of A. Therefore eAc:L(l)=R(l). 

We know that el is a minimal right ideal of I, that is, 

eicrr. This implies that elAciA, hut IAci, hence elAei. 

Since e2=e, then e2IAceI, i . e . , elAcel. Therefore el is 

also a right ideal of A and hence a minimal right ideal of 

A. Thus S csicsni. Now let y=e1x1+e2x2+...+enxn be any 

element of Sfil where each e^ is a minimal idempotent of A, 

x^eA and W e H A D Pr°ved that o r ekAcR(i). 

Since [inR(l)]2= (0), then inR(I)=(0), and then both e^Aci 

and ekACR(l) can not happen. Let u be the sum of con-

tained in I and v be the sum of ekxk contained in R(I). 

Then we write y=u+v. Since yel and uel, thus y-uel, i.e., 

vel. But veR(I) and inR(l)=(0). Hence v=0. Therefore we 

may suppose that each so that yeS0. This implies that 

snics , i.e., SlcsnicSQ. Therefore we have that SQ=SI=Sni, 

but SI=IS, since I is two-sided ideal, hence S0=Sni=SI=IS. 

Since S =Sni, then SqCS, i.e., L(S)CL(Sq). This im-

plies that SacrQ, i.e., Sanicroni. We see that T QCI and 

therefore Sanic:To. Let xeTQ and let N be a minimal right 

ideal of A. If N is a minimal right ideal of I, then xN= 

(0) since xeTQ=L(So)= [yel :ySo=(0) }, and N<=S0. On the other 

hand, if N is not a minimal right ideal of I, then we have 

that NCR(l)={yeA :Iy=(0)}. This implies that xN=(0). There-

fore xeSa=L(S)={yeA :yS=(0)}. Also we see that xeTQ=L(So), 
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i.e., xel. Thus xeSani. Therefore TocS
aUe. It follows 

that T0=S
ani. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.2.6: Let A be a topological ring. The fol-

lowing are equivalent: 

(1) S is dense in A; 

(2) A is the topological direct sum of its minimal 

closed two-sided ideals, and S =(0). 

Proof: (1)=»(2). By Theorem 5 [55 p. 158], each 

minimal right ideal of A is contained in a minimal closed 

two-sided ideal of A, then S is contained in the direct sum 

of minimal closed two-sided ideals, i.e., SQ), where D de-

notes the algebraic direct sum of minimal closed two-sided 

ideals in A. • Therefore ScD. AS D£A and A=S, then D£=S. 

This implies that A=S=D. By definition, D is the topolog-

ical direct sum. 

Let xeL(S), i.e., xs=(0). Hence xS=(0), i.e., xA=(0). 

Therefore x=0, so that L(S)=Sa=(0). 

(2)=>(l). Let P be a minimal closed two-sided ideal of 

A. Since S^(0), then PScpnS=(0). If PS=(0), then SCR(p)fl 

i.e., S=(0), which is a contradiction. As SPcSDP and Sep, 

we have that SPcS, i.e., SP<=B. Also SPeScp, i.e., Spcfp=p. 

Since S is a two sided ideal of A, ASciS, hence ASP^SP, i.e., 

SP is a left ideal of A. But P is a minimal two-sided Ideal 

of A. Hence P=F=SP, Therefore P=s¥cs. This by hypothesis 

implies AcS. As ScA, Sc=A=A. Thus A=S, and S is dense in A. 

Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 3.2.7 '• Let- A be a modular annihilator ring 

which is a topological ring with dense socle S. Then A is 

the topological direct sum of topologically simple modular 

annihilator rings with dense socle. 

Proof: By Lemma 3.2.6, A is the topological sum of its 

minimal closed two-sided ideals. Consider such an ideal I. 

By Theorem 3.2.3, I is a modular annihilator ring. From 

Lemma 3.2.5, we see that SI is the socle of I. By Lemma 

2.1.11, [I2!-, p. ^6], S~Lf (0). Since A has a dense socle, 

then I also has a dense socle. Therefore I=SI. From Lemma 

3.2.1 and Theorem 2.1 [6, p. 65], then I is topologically 

simple. Q.E.D. 



APPENDIX 

[3, p. 157, Remark]. The annihilator of a maximal closed 

right ideal in a semi-simple annihilator algebra is 

a minimal closed left ideal and conversely. 

[3, p. 158, Theorem 51. If I is a minimal right ideal 

algebra annihilator in a semi-simple A then the closed 

two-sided ideal (I) generated by I is a minimal closed 

two-sided ideal of A. 

[5j p. 13, Theorem 5 ] . If U is a ring that contains a 

minimal right ideal but no nilpotent idealsa then U 

contains a minimal left ideal. 

[75 P- 539, Theorem 2]. Let U be a semi-simple algebra over 

R (real) or C (complex). Let || |\, || || ' be norms 

on U such that (U, || ||) and (U, || | | ') are Banach 

algebras. Then the norms |j |\, || II' define the 

same topology on U. 

[8, p. 690, Theorem 2]. Let A be a dual ring without nil-

potent ideals. Then any closed two-sided ideal B in 

A is a dual ring. Moreover any closed right ideal in 

B is a closed right ideal in A. 

[8, p. 692,, Theorem 5 ] . Let A be a dual ring in which the 

intersection of the closed regular maximal right ideals 

is (0)5 in particular, A may be a semi-simple dual Q-

ring. Then A i.3 the direct sum of simple dual rings R̂ . 
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[8, p. 694, Theorem 71. Let A be a'topological ring such 

. that for every x, x is the closure of xA and in the 

closure of Ax. Suppose further that A has a dense 

two-sided ideal B which is a dual ring in the relative 

topology. Then A is a dual ring. 

[9> p. 403, Theorem 4.4]. Let A he a *-algebra where x-x* 

has a quasi-inverse; in particular, A may be any C-

symmetric algebra. Then the primitive ideals of A 

are self-adjoint. 

[9, p. 406, Theorem 5.1]. The structure space of a complex 

completely continuous Banach algebra is discrete. 

[9j p. 407, Theorem 6.2]. Let C be the Banach algebra of 

all real or complex continuous functions vanishing at m 

on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. Then any other 

norm on C (whether complete or not) is at least as 

large as the functions norm. 

[9? p. 4o8, Theorem 6.3]. If the algebra C of Theorem 6.2 

(above) is given any other norm in which completion is 

semi-simple, this second norm gives the same topology 

as the function norm. 

[9<> P« 4ll, Lemma 8.1], Let I, J be closed ideals in a 

B*-algebra A with the property that inj=(0) and I+J is 

dense in A. Then I+J is all of A, and A is the B*-sum 

of I and J. \ 

[9* p. 412, Theorem 8.3]. A dual R*-algebra is the 

B*(a>)_sum of algebras, each of which is the algebra 
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of all completely continuous operators on a complex 

HUbert space. 

[13, p. 360, Theorem 1]. Let U be a *-algebra such that 

every maximal commutative *-subalgebra of U is semi-

simple, finite-dimensional, and U has the property 
1 

that x*x=0 implies x-0. Then U is ^-isomorphic with a 

direct sum of full matrix algebras over the complex 

field of finite orders. Therefore U is semi-simple and 

finite-dimensional. 

[13, p» 36l, Theorem 2]. Let U be a Banach *-algebra in 

which k| |x| | <j |x*xj |, k being a positive constant, 

for every normal x, and x*x=0 implies x=0. Then U is 

finite-dimensional if and only if any one of the fol-

lowing conditions is satisfied : 

(a) U is reflexive, 

(b) U is weakly complete, 

(c) the bi-conjugate space of U is separable. 

[13, p. 362, Remark], Let U be a Banach *-algebra. U is 

called w.c.c. if every element of U is w.c.c. The set 

of w.c.c. elements of U is a closed two-sided ideal. 

[13, p. 362, Theorem 4]. A bounded linear operator T in H 

is completely continuous if and only if T is a w.c.c 

element of B, where B is the Banach algebra of bounded 

linear operator in a Hi'lbert space H. 

[14, p. 97, Theorem 2.8.5]. If I is a maximal-closed right 

ideal in A, then I is maximal modular right ideal, L(I) 
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is a minima], left ideal, and I=R(L(I)). Similarly, if 

I ' is a minimal left ideal in A, then R(I ') is a maxi-

mal modular right ideal and I =L(R(l')). 

[14, p. 99, Lemma 2.8.10]. Let I be any two-sided ideal in 

a semi-simple annihilator Banach algebra A. Then 

inL(l)=(0), L(I)=R(I) and I+L(I) is dense in A. 

[l4, p. 100, Theorem 2.8.15]. A semi-simple annihilator 

Banach algebra A is equal to the topological sum of its 

minimal left (right) ideals, and is equal to the direct 

topological sum of its minimal closed two-sided ideals. 

[l4, p. 100, Corollary 2.8.16]. The socle S of a semi-

simple annihilator Banach algebra A is dense in A. 

[14, p. 182, Theorem 4.1.5]. Every maximal normal subset C 

of a normed *-algebra A is a closed maximal commutative 

*-algebra of A. 

[14, p. 187, Theorem 4.1.15]. The involution in an A*-

algebra is necessarily continuous with respect to both 

norms. 

[l4, p. 188, Theorem 4.1.19]. Any *-subalgebra of an A*-

algebra A is semi-simple. 

[14, p. 244, Theorem 4.8.11]. Every complex B*-algebra is 

isometrically ^-isomorphic to a C*-algebra. 

[14, p. 249, Theorem 4.9.2]. Let I be a closed two-sided 

ideal in a B*-algebra. Then I*=I and U/I is also a 

B*-algebra. 
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[14, p. 26l, Theorem 4.10.3]. Let u'be a complex Banach 

*-algebra in which x*x=0 implies x=0 and let I. be a 

minimal left ideal in U. Then an inner product (x, y) 

can be introduced into I such that the left regular 

representation, a-'Tg* of U on I is a ^-representation 

relative to (x, y) and every T is bounded relative to 
I 

the inner product norm |x| =(x,x)2. 

[15, p. 29, Lemma 2.1], If I is a minimal right ideal in a 

ring R, then there exists a unique element eeX such 

2 

that e =e^0, e*=e and I=eR, A similar result holds for 

left ideals. 

[16, p. 626, Theorem 5.4]. Let A denote an A*-algebra and 

let A-̂  denote a Banach algebra which is a *-sub algebra 

of A. Then there exists a constant k such that ||x| j< 

k| | x | j-ĵ  for xeA^, where ||x||, | | x | | ̂  are the norms in 

A, A^, respectively. 

[17, p. 193, Theorem 1]. Let U be a semi-simple regular 

Banach algebra which is algebraically embedded in a 

second Banach algebra B. Then every (J) in (j)-y can be ex-

tended to an element of (j) . 
B 
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